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Abstract
Local field potentials in the hippocampus are dominated by two different activ-
ity patterns - persistent gamma band (30-60Hz) oscillations and intermittent sharp
wave-ripple (∼200Hz) complexes. The former are associated with exploratory be-
haviours in which information is acquired while the latter are believed to be involved
in transfer and consolidation of information to long-term memory. Although there is
a great wealth of knowledge about how neuronal networks maintain each oscillatory
state, it is not entirely clear what cellular mechanisms mediate the switch between
gamma to sharp wave-ripple activity.
The goal of this thesis was to characterise this transition at the network and
synaptic level. To this end, an in vitro model based on acute hippocampal slices
was established in which both gamma rhythms and sharp wave-ripples could be
evoked. This was achieved with a custom-built holographic illumination system
granting targeted and selective optogenetic stimulation of pyramidal cells. Prolonged
stimulation of the reduced hippocampal slice network elicited self-synchronisation
to a gamma rhythm (∼50Hz) with a resonance at theta frequency inputs (i.e. 4-
5Hz sinusoidal stimulation). This frequency preference was confirmed at the single
unit level which revealed most precise coordination of single cell activity within the
ongoing gamma rhythm at theta frequency inputs. Additionally, evoked gamma
synchronisation emerged suddenly ∼200ms after stimulus onset indicating a near
instantaneous switch of hippocampal network states. This finding was reflected in
whole-cell recordings of postsynaptic currents which displayed a sharp increase in
both excitatory and inhibitory inputs around 200-300ms after stimulus onset. On the
other hand, applying short (5ms) square pulses of low intensity stimulation evoked
local field potential signatures closely resembling sharp wave-ripples. This implies
that stimulus duration and profile are critical determinants of network output.
The results presented here provide experimental evidence for prevailing models
of different hippocampal network oscillations and extend the knowledge about how
neuronal networks can maintain different oscillatory states and how the transition




Lokale Feldpotentiale im Hippokampus sind gepra¨gt von zwei verschiedenen Ak-
tivita¨tszusta¨nden - persistierende Gamma (30-60Hz) Oszillationen und sporadisch
auftretende sharp wave-ripple (∼200Hz) Komplexe. Gamma Oszillationen treten
wa¨hrend explorativem Verhalten auf, das mit der Aufnahme von Information as-
soziiert ist, wohingegen sharp wave-ripples mit der U¨bertragung von Information
in das Langzeitgeda¨chtnis in Verbindung gebracht werden. Trotz der vielen Erken-
ntnisse u¨ber die Aufrechterhaltung verschiedener Netzwerkzusta¨nde, sind die zel-
lula¨ren Mechanismen, die fu¨r das Umschalten zwischen den Zusta¨nden no¨tig sind,
nicht abschließend gekla¨rt.
Das Ziel dieser Disseration bestand darin, diesen U¨bergang sowohl auf Netzwerk-
als auch auf synaptischer Ebene zu charakterisieren. Hierzu wurde ein in vitro
Modell basierend auf einem akuten hippokampalen Schnittpra¨parat etabliert, in
dem durch gezielte und selektive, optogenetische Stimulation von Pyramidenzellen
Gamma Rhythmen und sharp wave-ripples evoziert werden konnten. In der Folge
lang anhaltender, optogenetischer Stimulation bildete das reduzierte hippokampale
Netzwerk synchronsierte Gamma Oszillationen (∼50Hz) aus, die eine Pra¨ferenz
zur Stimulation in niedrigen Theta Frequenzbereich zeigten (z.B. 4-5Hz sinusoidale
Stimulation). Dies wurde auf single unit Ebene besta¨tigt, was auf eine pra¨zisere Ko-
ordinierung von Einzelzellaktivita¨t in den Gamma Rhythmus hindeutet. Daru¨ber-
hinaus entstehen Gamma Oszillationen in einem stufenartigen Vorgang, was ein un-
mittelbares Umschalten des Netzwerkzustandes nahelegt. Diese Beobachtung wurde
anhand von whole-cell Messungen von inhibitorischen und exzitatorischen synap-
tischen Stro¨men besta¨tigt, welche einen scharfen Frequenzanstieg etwa 200-300ms
nach Beginn des Stimulus aufwiesen. Kurze, 5ms lange Rechteckspulse lo¨sten hinge-
gen ein Feldpotential aus, das sharp wave-ripples a¨hnelt, was darauf hin weist, dass
Stimulationsdauer und -profil die Netzwerkantwort beeinflussen.
Die hier vorgelegten Ergebnisse dienen als experimentelle Hinweise fu¨r gegen-
wa¨rtige Modelle der Funktionsweise von hippokampalen Netzwerken. Zudem er-
weitern sie den Kenntnisstand u¨ber sowohl die Aufrechterhaltung verschiedener Ak-
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1.1 Structure and Function of the Hippocampal
Formation
1.1.1 Anatomical Overview and Circuitry
The hippocampus (HC) is a bilaterally located cerebral structure in vertebrates
which lies at the medial side of the temporal lobe. It is part of the limbic system
which among other structures comprises the hypothalamus and the amygdala. Due
to its remote morphological resemblance to a seahorse, the hippocampus was named
after the animal’s Latin name by the Venetian anatomist Arantius in 1587 (Bir
et al., 2015). The hippocampal formation consists of several subregions, namely
the dentate gyrus (DG), Cornu Ammonis (CA) and the subiculum (Sub). The CA
area itself is subdivided into three subfields CA3, CA2 and CA1 and is commonly
referred to as hippocampus proper (Amaral and Witter, 1989). The CA3 area is
further partitioned into CA3a, CA3b and CA3c according to its distance the DG
from distal to proximal (Lorente de No, 1934). Both the dentate gyrus and the
hippocampus proper are roughly U-shaped which appear interlocked anatomically
(see figure 1.1).
One of the most noticeable anatomical features of the hippocampal areas is their
strikingly clear lamination. The layers differ in cellular composition and are mainly
constituted by a single neuronal domain. The molecular layer (stratum moleculare)
of the dentate gyrus, its outermost layer, mostly contains the conical dendritic ar-
borisations of granule cells as well as input fibers from the entorhinal cortex (EC)
which form the perforant path. The granule cell layer (stratum granulare) is consti-
tuted of the somata of granule cells, the main excitatory (glutamatergic) cell type of
the DG. Situated at the innermost part of the DG is the hilus which is pervaded by
granule cell axons forming the mossy fibre tract projecting towards CA3 (Amaral
and Witter, 1989). Besides several types of inhibitory γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)
secreting interneurons, small excitatory mossy cells are also located in the hilus (Sik
et al., 1997; Amaral, 1978). In the hippocampus proper (CA3 and CA1), a total of
six layers can be identified, namely stratum lacunosum-moleculare, stratum radia-
tum, stratum lucidum, stratum pyramidale, stratum oriens and alveus of which the
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Figure 1.1: Anatomical overview of the rat hippocampus. Shown here is the
hippocampal formation (DG, CA3, CA1, Sub) together with its main input area, the en-
trorhinal cortex (EC). The inset at the bottom left summarizes the basic circuitry of the
hippocampus. The image is adapted from an anatomical drawing by Santiago Ramo´n y
Cajal published in 1911 (Wikipedia, 2017).
stratum lucidum is only found in CA3 as it contains the mossy fibre endings. The
most prevalent cell type of the CA areas is the glutamatergic pyramidal cell (PC)
whose apical dendritic arbour extends through the strata radiatum and lacunosum-
moleculare. Their basal dendritic tree is located in the stratum oriens. CA3 PCs
receive inputs from the DG and from layer II of the EC and in turn send heavily
collateralised axons towards the apical and basal dendrites of CA1 PCs. The glu-
tamatergic synapses of these so called Schaffer collaterals are one of the most well
described neuronal connections in the neuroscientific literature (Collingridge et al.,
1983; Whitlock et al., 2006). Apart from Schaffer collateral input which terminates
in the stratum radiatum and stratum oriens, PCs in the CA1 area receive excitatory
transmissions from layer III of the EC to their distal dendritic domains within stra-
tum lacunosum-moleculare (Deng et al., 2010). Their axons form a densely packed
bundle at the innermost border of the hippocampus proper which is called alveus.
They project towards the Sub and EC as well as to the contralateral hippocampus
and the prefrontal cortex via the fornix. A major feature that separates CA3 from
CA1 is its highly recurrent innervation (Mitra et al., 2011) which leads to a strongly
increased excitability of the region and is thought to be crucial for the generation of
certain physiological signatures such as wave-ripple complexes (SPW-R) (Buzsaki
et al., 1983).
The circuitry of the hippocampus is classically described by a trisnayptic exci-
tatory loop (Amaral and Witter, 1989), i.e. the DG receives perforant path input
from layer II of the EC and transfers this information to CA3. From there, the sig-
nal is carried towards CA1 via the Schaffer collaterals which ultimately send axons
to the EC and various other brain regions. Although this description poses a mas-
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sive simplification by omitting for example interneuron circuits, extrahippocampal
neuromodulatory inputs or projections from the EC it still is a viable model for infor-
mation transfer within the hippocampus. A more detailed account of hippocampal
anatomy and circuitry can be found elsewhere (Andersen, 2007).
1.1.2 Memory Formation and Consolidation
The hippocampus is commonly referred to as the gateway to memory, meaning that
is thought to be involved in transferring novel information to long-term mnemonic
storage. This notion arose after the publication of the landmark medical case of
Henry Gustav Molaison, more well known by his initials ”H.M.”, in 1957 (Scov-
ille, 1954; Scoville and Milner, 1957). Patient H.M. suffered from severe recurrent
intractable epileptic seizures which appeared drug resistant. Following the identifi-
cation of the medial temporal lobe as the epileptogenic site, a bilateral lobectomy
was performed which greatly alleviated his symptoms but also resulted in serious
anterograde and partly retrograde amnesia. The memory impairments however were
mostly restricted to explicit or declarative memory as he was still able to learn new
motor skills (Corkin, 2002) thus underlining the importance of the hippocampus for
the formation of new memories. After H.M.’s death in 2008 his brain was subjected
to comprehensive anatomical analyses which revealed the extent of the temporal
lobe resection (Augustinack et al., 2014; Annese et al., 2014). It was found that
parts of the amygdaloid structures and posterior parts of the hippocampus were
spared whereas most of the anterior hippocampal body and entorhinal cortices were
lesioned. This may serve as an explanation for the observation that H.M. was still
capable, albeit in a very limited manner, to memorize the names of previously un-
known people.
Since the description of H.M.’s case, a large body of work has been conducted
which was aimed at substantiating the role of the hippocampus in the transfer of
information to long-term memory (Tulving and Markowitsch, 1998; Vargha-Khadem,
1997). Most of the studies that have contributed to this issue employed animal
(mostly rodent) models of spatial memory which is a form of explicit memory and
a very useful readout for the characterisation of mnemonic performance. It has for
example been shown that rats with bilateral hippocampal lesions performed much
worse in the Morris water maze task which reflects the animal’s ability to encode or
recall spatial memory (Morris, 1984). The ambiguity of whether this phenomenon
is caused by impaired memory acquisition or recollection has been addressed in
many other lesion studies in which retrograde amnesia is a very common observation
(Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997; Winocur, 1990; Cho et al., 1993). These series of
experiments provided strong evidence for the notion that the hippocampus serves
13
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as an intermediate transmission hub which receives inputs from sensory systems and
integrates them over time into neocortical storage structures. In line with this idea,
it has been shown that recently experienced episodes are particularly vulnerable to
hippocampal damage whereas older memory content remains relatively stable (Cho
et al., 1995).
The observations in animal experiments mostly appear consistent with the de-
scriptions of H.M.’s pathologies. However the question still remains whether spatial
memory performance in rodents poses an adequate readout for the more complex
mnemonic processes such as autobiographical memory that occur in humans. In
recent years a theory has been brought forward attempting to bridge this gap which
is based on a large body of evidence collected by Gyo¨rgy Buzsa´ki as well as Ed-
vard and May-Britt Moser (Buzsaki and Moser, 2013). Their theory suggests that
the neural mechanisms underlying egocentric or allocentric spatial navigation are
similar to the ones mediating episodic or semantic memory processes. For exam-
ple, a sequence of memorable moments of one’s past can be navigated as if one is
physically travelling from one place to another. Similarly, assigning a word or a
meaning to a certain object or concept may recruit the same neuronal pathways
required for planning a trip through a city using a map (Buzsaki, 2005; Eichenbaum
et al., 1999; Lever et al., 2002). To date, numerous studies have been published in
favour of this theory (Fortin et al., 2004; Kennedy and Shapiro, 2009; Eacott and
Norman, 2004; Aronov et al., 2017) and although many of its details have to be
experimentally proven, it remains a very compelling hypothesis for the function of
the hippocampus in memory formation.
1.2 Hippocampal Physiology
The hippocampus expresses a variety of extracellular local field potentials (LFP)
that can be categorized according to their leading oscillation frequency and their as-
sociation with different behavioural states. While it is known that cortical structures
exhibit oscillations spanning frequencies from 0.05Hz up to around 600Hz (Buzsaki
and Draguhn, 2004), hippocampal field potentials are dominated by either gamma
(30-60Hz) oscillations nested into a slower theta (4-10Hz) rhythm or SPW-R. In ad-
dition to these coordinated rhythmic activity patterns of large groups of cells that is
thought to underlie these field potentials, it has been shown that action potential fir-
ing frequency of individual neurons of the CA region appears to be closely correlated
to the location of an experimental animal (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). This pe-
culiar firing pattern of these so called place cells has since been found in many other
species including humans (Ekstrom et al., 2003). The repertoire of place selective
cells in the hippocampus and adjacent brain regions has steadily grown in recent
14
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years and now includes among others, grid cells, border cells and head-direction cells
(for review see Moser et al. (2008)).
It is important to note that neuronal network oscillations and single cell activ-
ity don’t represent independent phenomena but instead cofunction as a framework
which supports the mechanisms by which information can be encoded. Therefore,
in order to highlight the role of network oscillations as a reference frame for the
activity of individual neurons, the two most prominent rhythms of the hippocam-
pus, theta-nested gamma oscillations and SPW-R and their correlation with spatial
memory formation shall be described in more detail.
1.2.1 (Theta-nested) Gamma Oscillations
In rodents, theta oscillations emerge in the hippocampus during active exploratory
behaviour and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep (Vanderwolf, 1969). They are
usually accompanied by oscillations in higher frequency bands between 30 and 150Hz
(Buzsaki et al., 1983). These two superimposed frequency signatures have been
described as theta-nested gamma oscillations and are thought to represent an ’online’
cognitive state in which information is acquired or processed. In the literature,
gamma oscillations have been subdivided into at least three bands, slow (30-50Hz),
medium (50-90Hz) and fast (90-150Hz) gamma (Belluscio et al., 2012) although the
borders of these ranges vary (Scheffer-Teixeira et al., 2012). Throughout this thesis,
I will refer to oscillations in the 30-60Hz band as gamma oscillations.
The interplay between local field potential and single cell activity and its ap-
parent significance for spatial navigation was first described by O’Keefe and Recce
(O’Keefe and Recce, 1993). It was demonstrated that the animal’s location in space
is not only encoded by the firing rate of place cells but that the phase relationship
of unit firing with respect to the ongoing theta cycle also carries spatial information
(see figure 1.2).
These findings have highlighted the importance of theta oscillations for naviga-
tional coding but the question in what way gamma oscillations contribute to these
processes remains. Although to date, there is hardly any direct evidence for the
necessity of gamma oscillatory activity for normal mnemonic performance, it has
been shown that gamma band power is associated with increasing memory load
(Osipova et al., 2006; van Vugt et al., 2010; Yamamoto et al., 2014) and is disturbed
in patients suffering from schizophrenia (Chen et al., 2014). Another important
parameter beyond gamma frequency and power that is frequently described in the
literature is cross-frequency coupling (Tort et al., 2008). It has been demonstrated
that the amplitude of gamma oscillations is modulated by the phase of an underlying








Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of place cell rate and phase coding. Dis-
played here are schematic raster plots (top) where each colour corresponds to one place
cell (PC1-4) and each bar indicates a spike. The black trace (middle) shows an exempli-
fied local field potential trace with a fast oscillation superimposed onto a slower one. The
troughs of the slow oscillation are marked by a dashed line. When a rat moves across a
linear track, a place cell increases its firing rate as it approaches the centre of its place
field (colour shaded ellipses, intensity represents firing rate). In addition to the change
in firing rate, spikes occur at progressively earlier phases of the slow oscillation as the
animal traverses a place field. Note that the animal’s trajectory is encoded by a sequential
activation of place cells.
is thought to play an important role for precise orchestration of timed firing of neu-
rons and even cross regional synchronisation (Scheffer-Teixeira and Tort, 2016; Tort
et al., 2008; Scheffzuk et al., 2011). Along with these findings, there is evidence
that the different aforementioned gamma bands are differentially modulated regard-
ing the hippocampal laminae in which they are recorded. For example medium
gamma (∼80Hz) is most strongly modulated in stratum lacunosum moleculare of
CA1 which receives input from entorhinal afferents (Scheffer-Teixeira et al., 2012).
On the other hand slow gamma (∼30Hz) is most prominent in stratum radiatum
indicating that this gamma band is most strongly influenced by Schaffer collateral
inputs originating from CA3 (Belluscio et al., 2012; Colgin et al., 2009). These
studies have pointed towards external sources supplying inputs to CA1 in a gamma
rhythm but recent evidence suggests that CA1 is capable of generating oscillations in
the 50-70Hz range independently of CA3 or entorhinal inputs (Butler et al., 2016).
As mentioned before, the relative timing of firing of single cells in relation to an
underlying theta oscillation is proposed to contain information about the location
of an animal in space. Similarly, the activity of anatomically distributed groups of
neurons is thought to be organised into distinct ’packages’ within a gamma cycle.
For instance, prediction of spike times of hippocampal neurons is optimal assuming
a time window of 10-30ms (Harris et al., 2003) which corresponds to frequencies
between ∼30-100Hz. Since this time window is congruent with the membrane time
constant of pyramidal cells (Spruston and Johnston, 1992) and the temporal frame
for spike-timing-dependent synaptic plasticity (Magee and Johnston, 1997), the view
of gamma oscillations as an internal clock is further emphasised.
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The neuronal composition of local networks and the mechanisms by which they
achieve gamma synchrony have been extensively studied (Buzsaki and Wang, 2012)
and it is widely accepted that GABAergic interneurons are required for rhythm gen-
eration. The two most prevalent models of gamma oscillations are the interneuron-
gamma (ING) model and the pyramidal-interneuron gamma (PING) model as de-
picted in figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Network models of gamma oscillations. Left: Reciprocal excitatory
and inhibitory synaptic connections between interneurons (blue) and pyramidal cells (red)
generate oscillations. Right: Mutual inhibition among interneurons elicits an oscillation
which is projected onto pyramidal cells. Adapted with permission from Macmillan Publish-
ers Ltd from Bartos et al. (2007)
Both these models have been developed mostly on the basis of pharmacological
experiments. One study in favour of the PING mechanism found that gamma os-
cillations induced by acetylcholine receptor activation were sensitive to blockade of
the glutamatergic α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA)
receptor (Fisahn et al., 1998). Other in vitro experiments employing optogeneti-
cally evoked gamma oscillations also advocated a PING system for local CA1 gamma
(Butler et al., 2016). On the other hand, kainate induced oscillations proved to be
AMPA-receptor independent indicating a mechanism not involving excitation from
pyramidal cells (Fisahn et al., 2004). However, both models collapse under GABAA
antagonisation thus underlining the importance of inhibition for oscillation mainte-
nance (Fisahn et al., 2004, 1998). It is not entirely clear whether and in what way
these two mechanisms compete but a wide range of in silico studies have generated
supporting evidence for both models (Brunel and Wang, 2003; Whittington et al.,
1995; Wang and Buzsaki, 1996; Butler et al., 2016).
In spite of the large variety of GABAergic interneurons in the hippocampus
(McBain and Fisahn, 2001; Hu et al., 2014), most of them do not appear to con-
tribute to gamma oscillations with the exception or perisomatic targeting fast spiking
basket cells (Buzsaki et al., 1983). These cells are known to establish elaborate ax-
onal branches across whole regions (Lapray et al., 2012) and are interconnected with
each other thus allowing them to orchestrate the activity of a large number of pyra-
midal cells (Mann et al., 2005). Recent studies found that suppressing parvalbumin
17
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(PV, a marker for basket cells) positive interneurons impairs gamma power (Sohal
et al., 2009) whereas driving them optogenetically can induce gamma oscillations
(Cardin et al., 2009). These findings underline the importance of PV+ interneurons
for the emergence of gamma oscillations.
Taken together, gamma oscillations cooperate with slower frequency bands to co-
ordinate the firing of anatomically dispersed neurons for precisely timed information
processing.
1.2.2 Sharp Wave-Ripple Complexes
Another activity pattern that is characteristic for the hippocampus is the sharp
wave-ripple complex. SPW-R have been shown to occur in many mammalian species
including humans (Buzsaki et al., 2013) and there is increasing evidence that they
may act as a vehicle for transferring recent experiences to long-term memory (Gi-
rardeau et al., 2009; Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2010; Buzsaki, 2015). A major phys-
iological difference of SPW-R compared to the previously described theta/gamma
oscillations is their irregular, non-rhythmic occurrence (Buzsaki et al., 1983) which
is why in early descriptions of these signatures they were called large irregular ac-
tivity (LIA) (Vanderwolf, 1969) or mini population spikes (Buzsaki, 1986). They
can be recorded in the LFP of stratum radiatum or stratum pyramidale of the CA
areas during consummatory behavioural states, i.e. states after which an action has
been carried out such as waking immobility, eating or slow-wave (non-REM) sleep
(Buzsaki et al., 1983).
As their name suggests, SPW-R mainly consist of two superimposed LFPs of
different frequency bands (see figure 1.4). In vivo, the sharp wave component is
most prominent in the stratum radiatum as a negative deflection whereas the ripple
oscillation is confined to the stratum pyramidale (Girardeau and Zugaro, 2011).
Current-source density analyses have shown that during SPW-R, a large current
sink is found in the stratum radiatum which is accompanied by a source in stratum
pyramidale (Sullivan et al., 2011). This suggests that the negative signal in stratum
radiatum originates from excitatory afferents from CA3 which are counterbalanced
















Figure 1.4: Example of a sharp wave
ripple complex and its frequency com-
ponents recorded in vitro. (A) depicts
a wideband recording of an SPW-R recorded
in CA1 stratum pyramidale of a mouse hip-
pocampal slice. Its low frequency component
is shown in (B). (C) displays a band-pass fil-
tered trace illustrating the superimposed rip-
ple oscillation. (D) shows single unit activity
achieved by high-pass filtering.
The ripple oscillation is charac-
terised by its spindle like appearance
in the 150-300Hz frequency band which
has its maximal amplitude on the up-
stroke of the sharp wave. SPW-R
episodes occur with an incidence of 0.01-
2Hz (with a higher probability dur-
ing non-REM sleep), last around 30-
100ms and contain 3-6 ripple cycles
(Buzsaki, 1986). During an SPW-R, sin-
gle cell activity increases sharply com-
pared to baseline (Bahner et al., 2011)
which is probably caused by the increase
in network excitability during SPW-R
(Buzsaki, 1986; Csicsvari et al., 1999).
Indeed, SPW-R represent the most syn-
chronous physiological pattern of activ-
ity in the brain which recruits around
10% of hippocampal neurons (Csicsvari
et al., 2000).
As mentioned before, SPW-R play
an important role in memory consolida-
tion, a term which describes the forma-
tion of long-term memory from recently experienced episodes (McGaugh, 2000;
Muller and Pilzecker, 1900). This notion is linked to the observation that espe-
cially non-REM sleep is critical for normal memory performance (Walker, 2009).
Additional support arose from animal experiments which could show that the same
ensembles of hippocampal neurons that had been firing during waking were reac-
tivated in subsequent sleep periods (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994). It was later
found using place cell recordings and spatial memory tasks that a sequence of place
cells that had been triggered when an animal follows a certain trajectory through
space (cf. figure 1.2) is replayed in a time-compressed manner during non-REM
sleep (Lee and Wilson, 2002). The first clear evidence that replay of place cell se-
quences is locked to SPW-R activity was reported in 2007 by Diba and Buzsa´ki
(Diba and Buzsaki, 2007) (schematic shown in figure 1.5). They could furthermore
show that replay can occur in reverse order and that place field distance is encoded
by the temporal delay between replayed units (Foster and Wilson, 2006). A causal
link between expression of SPW-R and mnemonic performance was established by
studies showing that rats performed worse in a spatial memory task when SPW-R
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had been selectively suppressed during post-learning sleep (Girardeau et al., 2009;
Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2010). There is also correlative evidence for the occurrence








Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of place cell sequence replay during
SPW-R. Recent experiences acquired during ambulatory exploration, for example running
across a linear track are consolidated in subsequent consummatory states (e.g. sleep). The
sequence of place cells that was triggered by the spatial trajectory of the rat is replayed
within an SPW-R episode in a time-compressed fashion.
To date, many studies have been carried out which were aimed at elucidating the
(sub)cellular and network mechanisms underlying the generation of SPW-R. Sev-
eral different theories have been proposed based on experimental data and in silico
models. While it is fairly well established that sharp waves are most likely initiated
by the autoassociative CA3 network which outputs highly synchronised excitatory
synaptic signals onto CA1 (Buzsaki et al., 1983), the mechanisms of ripple generation
are less well understood. The two most prevalent models of ripple formation pro-
pose either direct interactions between pyramidal cells or reciprocal excitatory and
inhibitory synaptic connections between pyramidal cells and GABAergic interneu-
rons. In the former class of models, ripples are thought to originate either from
axonal gap-junctions among electrically coupled pyramidal cells (Traub and Bibbig,
2000; Draguhn et al., 1998) or from synchronously propagated inputs in pyrami-
dal cell networks with supralinear dendritic integration (Jahnke et al., 2015). The
latter theoretical frameworks propose synaptic interaction between pyramidal cells
and inhibitory interneurons as a source for ripple generation (Stark et al., 2014;
Ylinen et al., 1995). The observation that ripple oscillations are abolished under
blockade of AMPA or GABA receptors underlines this concept (Schonberger et al.,
2014). Numerous comprehensive works on the activity patterns of different GABAer-
gic interneurons during SPW-R (reviewed by Somogyi et al. (2014)) have found
that perisomatic targeting PV+ interneurons and bistratified interneurons show the
strongest phase-locked increase of firing during SPW-R (Klausberger et al., 2003).
In line with these descriptions, current source density analyses provided evidence
that GABAergic currents in perisomatic regions of CA1 largely constitute the local
current source (Sullivan et al., 2011). Furthermore, Schlingloff et al. (2014) demon-
strated that driving PV+ interneurons optogenetically induces ripples even under
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blockade of fast excitatory transmission . Interestingly, it was also shown that light-
driven activation of pyramidal cells could also induce ripples in vivo (Stark et al.,
2014) providing further evidence for pyramidal-interneuron communication as basis
for ripple generation.
To sum up, SPW-R can be regarded as a biomarker for cognitive processing
and memory formation that is evolutionarily conserved among mammalian species
(Buzsaki, 2015).
1.3 The Two-Stage Model of Memory Formation
The idea that long lasting memory content may be formed in a two-step fashion was
postulated by Gyo¨rgy Buzsa´ki in 1989 (Buzsaki, 1989). Briefly summarised, the
theory posits that information such as spatial cues or sensory inputs are actively
received during ’on-line’ cognitive states in which hippocampal LFPs are dominated
by theta/gamma rhythmic activity. This newly acquired content remains labile, i.e.
is easily forgotten until it is consolidated during resting, ’off-line’ cognitive states
such as sleeping in which the hippocampus expresses SPW-R. It is thought that
short-term and long-term plastic changes (Bliss and Lomo, 1973) at intrahippocam-
pal and hippocampo-cortical synapses provide the mechanistic framework for the
generation of novel memories. More specifically, during theta/gamma periods en-
torhinal cortical inputs are relayed to CA3 via convergent inputs of granule cells
of the DG. Since granule cells are most strongly activated during theta/gamma
(Buzsaki et al., 1983), this leads to weak synaptic potentiation of mossy fibre con-
nections. When SPW-R activity takes over, the recurrent excitatory loops of CA3
amplify the previously potentiated synapses and forward this pattern onto CA1
in a highly synchronised manner. The high synchrony is believed to be required
to trigger classical forms of long-term synaptic plasticity but also makes the hip-
pocampus the most seizure-prone area in the brain (Buzsaki, 1989). Recent findings
showed that learning can cause long-term potentiation (LTP) (Whitlock et al., 2006)
and that SPW-R help coordinate synaptic plasticity during place cell consolidation
(Sadowski et al., 2016) which supports the hypothesis of SPW-R mediated synaptic
plasticity. Another aspect of the two-stage model is concerned with the transfer
of information between the hippocampus and neocortical areas. It appears obvious
that the hippocampus cannot be solely responsible for the formation as well as the
storage of memory due to its limited capacity and comparatively simple structure.
Therefore, mnemonic content is believed to be transferred from the hippocampus to
cortical stores over time (Girardeau and Zugaro, 2011). While there is conflicting
evidence as to whether memory traces can become hippocampus independent (Wang
et al., 2009) or remain hippocampus associated (Wiltgen et al., 2010), there is clear
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anatomical and functional data supporting hippocampo-cortical interaction (Roth
et al., 2016).
A question that is not conclusively addressed in Buzsa´ki’s original publication is
the mechanism by which the network switches back and forth between theta/gamma
and SPW-R. Buzsa´ki argued that exploratory theta/gamma is generated by rhyth-
mic cholinergic inputs from subcortical sites to CA3 (Buzsaki, 1989; Buzsaki et al.,
1983) which lower the excitability of local pyramidal cells. When the subcortical
control is released following termination of exploratory behaviour, recurrent excita-
tion takes over in CA3 and discharges intrinsically generated population bursts that
are transmitted to CA1 as SPW-R. While it is still generally accepted that exter-
nal inputs arising from the medial septum play an important role in theta/gamma
generation and maintenance (Fuhrmann et al., 2015; Teles-Grilo Ruivo and Mellor,
2013), it was also shown that complete rat hippocampal preparations are capable
of developing theta without septal inputs (Goutagny et al., 2009). However, since
acute hippocampal slices (Bahner et al., 2011; Reichinnek et al., 2010) and fornix
lesioned animals (Buzsaki et al., 1989) display spontaneous SPW-R, it seems that
the default mode of operation in the hippocampus is the SPW-R state.
In conclusion, the two-stage model of memory formation and its experimen-
tal support highlight the tightly intertwined relationship of the different oscillatory
states of the hippocampus. Nevertheless, many important questions remain open.
For example, it is not clear how the neuronal ensembles that participate in different
oscillations are selected. It is moreover unclear whether ripple frequency oscillations
contribute to downstream processing of information or are merely an artefact of hip-
pocampal topology. Most importantly though, it needs to be clarified how synaptic
inputs and coordinated single cell activity leads to the switch of hippocampal net-
work states.
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2 Aims of the Study
Within the scope of this thesis, the following questions will be addressed:
 Establish an in vitro system for studying gamma oscillations and
SPW-R based on optogenetic tools. This will prove a highly powerful tool
for revealing network and cellular mechanisms which underlie different activity
patterns. Optogenetic methods are ideally suited for these investigations as
they allow spatiotemporally and cell-specific activation of neurons within the
local network.
 Find means for evoking different patterns of hippocampal activity.
Is it possible to drive a reduced in vitro neuronal network into different activity
states which can also be observed in vivo? If so, are there differences between
signals recorded form either paradigm? Also, what are the prerequisites that
need to be fulfilled, e.g. how many cells are involved in different activity
patterns, are there differences among subregions of the hippocampus?
 Investigate the mechanisms underlying the switch from the SPW-R
network state to gamma oscillations and vice versa. To date, there is
a wealth of knowledge about hippocampal oscillations and their significance
for normal brain function. However, information about how hippocampal
activity shifts back and forth between different patterns is very limited. More
specifically, how is the hippocampus able to switch rapidly between ’on-line’




3 Materials and Methods
3.1 Materials
3.1.1 Mice
All experiments described here were carried out according to guidelines of the Fed-
eration of European Laboratory Animal Science Associations (FELASA) and were
approved by the state government of Baden-Wu¨rttemberg (AZ G-188/15).
Male C57/Bl6 mice (Charles River, Sulzfeld, Germany) were used for intracranial
vector injections at age P42-P56 and subsequently kept at 21-24°C and 30% relative
humidity at a 12h light/dark cycle for 2-4 weeks. Animals were fed ad libitum and
received fresh litter weekly.
3.1.2 Chemicals
Table 3.1: List of used chemicals
Item Supplier
CaCl2 AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany
Cesium-Methanesulfonate Sigma, Steinheim, Germany
EGTA Sigma, Steinheim, Germany
Glucose Merck, Darmstadt, Germany
HEPES Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany
KCl AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany
MgATP Sigma, Steinheim, Germany
MgSO4 Merck, Darmstadt, Germany
NaCl AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany
NaHCO3 Sigma, Steinheim, Germany
NaOH AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany
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NaH2PO4 Gru¨ssing, Filsum, Germany
Normal Goat Serum (NGS) PAN-Biotech, Aidenbach, Germany
Sucrose AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany
Triton X-100 Serva, Heidelberg, Germany
3.1.3 Further Materials and Labware
Table 3.2: List of other materials and labware
Item Manufacturer
Goat Anti-Mouse IgG - Atto 633
(Cat.No. 78102-1ML-F)
Sigma, Steinheim, Germany
Mouse Anti-NeuN Antibody (Cat.No.
MAB377)
Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany
Buprenorphine HCl (0.3mg/ml) Indivior Eu Limited, Berkshire, UK
Drill Head 0.7mm Hager & Meisinger GmbH, Neuss,
Germany
Lens Cleaning Paper Tiffen, Hauppauge, USA




Multichannel Systems MCS GmbH,
Reutlingen, Germany
Sterile Saline 0.9% NaCl Braun, Melsungen, Germany






Table 3.3: List of used solutions
Solution Composition
Artificial Cerebrospinal Fluid (ACSF) in mM: 124 NaCl, 1.8 MgSO4, 1.6
CaCl2, 10 glucose, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 26
NaHCO3; pH 7.4 at 37°C (saturated
with 95% O2/5% CO2)
Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) in mM: 137 NaCl, 2.7 KCl, 10
NaH2PO4, 5 NaOH, pH adjusted to
6.8 with 10M NaOH
Pipette Solution for Patch-Clamp
Recordings
in mM: 130 Cesium-Methanesulfonate,
2 KCl, 10 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 2
MgATP, 4 NaCl; pH adjusted to 7.3
with CsOH, 295mOsm (adapted from
Gan et al. (2017))
Sucrose Solution (30%) 30g sucrose in 100ml 0.1x PBS
3.1.5 Instruments
Table 3.4: List of used equipment
Instrument Model Description Manufacturer
Autoclave D-65 Systec GmbH,
Wettenberg, Germany




Constant Vacuum Pump CVP Multichannel Systems
MCS GmbH,
Reutlingen, Germany
Cryotome CM1850 Leica Biosystems
GmbH, Nussloch,
Germany




515nm DPSS Laser iBeam smart OEM Toptica Photonics,
Mu¨nchen, Germany




PM100D Thorlabs, Newton, USA















Heating Plate ATC-2000 World Precision
Instruments, Sarasota,
USA
Isoflurane Vaporizer Halothane Vapor 19.1 Dra¨ger, Lu¨beck,
Germany









MX-4 Narishige, Tokyo, Japan
Micromanipulator
(Patch-Clamp)
Model SMX Sensapex, Oulu, Finland










Patch-Clamp Amplifier ELC-03XS npi electronics, Tamm,
Germany









S121C Thorlabs, Newton, USA
Pipette Puller P-1000 Sutter Instrument,
Novato, USA
Shearing Machine Exacta GT415 Braun Aesculap, Suhl,
Germany






Stereotaxic Frame Stoelting Co., Wood
Dale, USA













3.1.6 Adeno-associated Viral Vectors and Optogenetic Tools
Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) were commercially purchased from the vector core
facility of the University of North Carolina (available at: http://genetherapy.
unc.edu/services.htm). The vectors were shipped on dry ice and delivered as
ready-to-use 100µl aliquots. Viruses were dispensed in 350mM NaCl+5% D-Sorbitol
in PBS with titers of 4x1012 virus genomes/ml. The viral construct used for the ex-
periments described here (AAV5-CaMKIIα-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP) encodes a mam-
malian codon optimised channelrhodopsin2 -EYFP fusion protein under the control
of the Calmodulin kinase II alpha (CamKIIα) promoter packaged in a serotype 5
AAV. This serotype is known to possess a predominantly neural tropism making
it particularly well suited for efficient transduction of hippocampal tissue (Burger
et al., 2004). It has furthermore been shown to spread across a larger volume com-
pared to other serotypes when injected directly into the brain (Watakabe et al.,
2015; Aschauer et al., 2013). The use of AAVs did not lead to any noticeable im-
mune responses in mice as has been shown in several studies (Rogers et al., 2011;
Zaiss et al., 2002).
As the CaMKIIα promoter is primarily active in principal neurons (Wang et al.,
2013), this leads to a widespread and robust expression of the transgene in pyrami-
dal cells of the hippocampus. Codon optimisation of channelrhodopsin2 improves
expression in mammalian systems (Boyden et al., 2005; Gradinaru et al., 2007;
Lin et al., 2009) whereas the amino-acid substitution (H134R) enables larger pho-
tocurrents combined with slightly slower off kinetics compared to other variants of




3.2.1 Intracranial Delivery of Viral Vectors
For analgesic purposes, the animals received a subcutaneously applied dose of bu-
prenorphine at 0.1mg/kg 30-45 minutes preoperatively. Bilateral intracranial virus
injections were carried out under isoflurane anaesthesia (4% preoperatively, 1.5-2.5%
perioperatively). During the operation, the animal’s body temperature was regu-
lated by a heating plate set to 37°C to prevent hypothermia. The animal’s eyes were
covered with moisturising ointment. The depth of anaesthesia was regularly checked
by observing the breathing frequency and checking for loss of toe pinch reflex.
Figure 3.1: Location of intracranial virus
injection. (A) Schematic drawing of the bone su-
tures of a mouse skull viewed from dorsal. Bregma
and lambda as reference points are indicated. Axis
directions are shown at the bottom: AP: anterior-
posterior, DV: dorsal-ventral, LM: lateral-medial.
Adapted with permission from Macmillan Publish-
ers Ltd from Cetin et al. (2006). (B) Coronal
section through a mouse brain indicating the in-
jection site between CA3 and CA1 marked by an
asterisk.
The animal’s head was shaved
and its scalp disinfected with 70%
EtOH followed by exposure of
the skull with an incision along
the sagittal midline of about 1cm
length. The area was held open
by restraining the skin flaps to the
side with surgical threads (Vicryl
V734E 4-0, Ethicon, Germany).
The underlying connective tissue
was moved aside using cotton buds
soaked in 0.9% saline. Next,
the coordinates of the bregma and
lambda were determined and noted.
The position of the head was ad-
justed if it was tilted along either
the lateral-medial or the anterior-
posterior axis. The coordinates of
the target brain region, in this case
the ventral hippocampal CA3 re-
gion (relative to bregma: AP -2.8,
LM ±3.2, DV -3.3/-3.1/-2.9, see fig-
ure 3.1) were drawn on the skull.
The bone above the injection sites
was thinned using a dental drill with
a 0.7mm tip (Hager & Meisinger GmbH, Germany). The microsyringe was then
loaded with the virus suspension and its tip was lowered through the thinned skull
to the desired position. A volume of 1.2-1.5µl was injected evenly distributed at the
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three dorsoventral depth coordinates at 200nl/min (SYS-Micro4, World Precision
Instruments, USA). The virus was allowed to diffuse into the brain tissue for 10min
before withdrawing the syringe.
Finally, the skin flaps were stitched together and the animal was allowed to
recover for several hours under an infrared heating lamp set to 32°C with regular
monitoring. An additional dose of buprenorphine was administered 4-6h postoper-
atively. Mice were predominantly operated in pairs, meaning that two mice which
were kept in the same cage after birth were submitted to injections and also sub-
sequently put in the same cage in order to grant sufficient social exposure. Mice
were kept in the animal facility for 2-4 weeks to ensure sufficient expression of the
transgene before use in slice experiments.
3.2.2 Preparation of Acute Hippocampal Brain Slices
Virus injected mice were transferred to an anaesthesia chamber which was gradually
flooded with CO2 until a reduction of breathing frequency and loss of righting re-
flex set in. The animal was then quickly decapitated and its head was immediately
immersed in ice cold (<4°C) ACSF. The brain was swiftly removed from the skull
socket and stored in ice cold ACSF gassed with carbogen (95%O2/5%CO2). The
cerebellum as well as a third of the rostral brain were removed. To obtain horizontal
slices, a thin part of the dorsal parietal cortex was cut and the brain was glued to
the cutting stage with the ventral portion facing upwards using instant adhesive.
The cutting chamber was carefully filled with gassed, ice cold ACSF and slices of
400µm thickness were produced (Leica VT1000S, Germany) and the hemispheres
were separated. The obtained slices were transferred to and interface style holding
chamber for a recovery time of at least 2h. In this chamber, the slices were supplied
with a constant flow (∼1.5ml/min) of ACSF and warmed to 32±1°C in a carbo-











Figure 3.2: Schematic of dou-
ble perfusion using a perforated
MEA. The slice is positioned in the
middle of the MEA above the perfo-
rations. Note that the upper perfu-
sion is recycled whereas the lower is
discarded.
Following the recovery period, the slices were
briefly checked for spontaneous SPW-R activity
by placing a glass electrode connected to a field
potential amplifier (EXT10-2F, npi, Germany)
into the pyramidal cell layer of CA1. If a slice
displayed reliable SPW-R, it was transferred to
a perforated MEA chamber (USB-MEA60-Up-
BC & 60pMEA200/30iR-Ti, Multichannel Sys-
tems, Germany) in which they were perfused
with gassed ACSF at 4-5ml/min. The perfo-
ration of the MEA allowed for perfusion from
both sides of the slice which granted improved
supply of nutrients and oxygen (see figure 3.2).
Together with the high perfusion rate, these con-
ditions were necessary and sufficient for the slice
to maintain spontaneous SPW-R activity in sub-
merged conditions (Maier et al., 2009; Hajos
et al., 2009). The upper perfusion was generated
by a perfusion pump (REGLO Analog, Ismatec, Germany) while the lower perfusion
was achieved by a combination of gravity driven flow as well as a constant vacuum
pump (CVP, Multichannel Systems, Germany). The negative pressure generated by
the vacuum pump was furthermore used to draw the slice towards the electrodes of
the MEA. Temperature in the chamber was set to 32°C and maintained by perfusion
heating elements (PH01, Multichannel Systems, Germany). In these conditions, the
slices reliably exhibited sustained spontaneous SPW-R activity over the course of
several hours. Extracellular field potential data was sampled at 25kHz from 60 elec-
trodes (30µm diameter, 200µm spacing) covering the entire hippocampal area and
stored on a PC.
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3.2.4 Development of a Holographic System for Imaging
and Optogenetics
Figure 3.3: Schematic of the setup
used for imaging and optogenetics.
The beam of the 473nm laser is shaped by
the phase image displayed on the SLM
and projected towards the slice. Trans-
gene expression was imaged through a
confocal microscope using a 515nm laser.
A major part of this work consisted of imple-
menting a holographic illumination system
based on a spatial light modulator (SLM)
for targeted, region-specific illumination of
the slice network. The working principle
of SLMs involves modulating the phase of
the incident light so that the intensity pat-
tern of the desired image is a result of
the wave front modulation (Papagiakoumou
et al., 2010; Neff et al., 1990). The SLM
model used here (X10468, Hamamatsu Pho-
tonics, Japan) achieves this with liquid crys-
tals on a silicon substrate which can adjust
light phase depending on the applied volt-
age. This functional principle is very similar
to a typical LCD computer display.
A schematic illustration of the illumina-
tion and imaging setup is shown in figure 3.3. The beam of a 473nm diode-pumped
solid state laser (DL473, Rapp Optoelectronics, Germany) is run through a 90° po-
larisation filter and then expanded to a diameter of 20mm. The polarisation filter is
needed because the liquid crystals of the SLM require a certain angle of polarisation
for phase modulation (Hu et al., 2010). The expanded beam covers the aperture of
the SLM and is reflected from there along an infinity ray path. Since the SLM is
composed of individual pixels arranged in a grid, this causes unwanted diffraction
effects which contaminate the holographic image (Zhang et al., 2013). The most
prominent component of this diffraction pattern, the 0th order is removed from the
hologram by simply focussing the beam to create a virtual image and placing a glass
coverslip with a black dot in the centre of beam path. Since the diffracted light is
not phase modulated, it is in a different phase plane thus allowing elimination of the
0th order without interfering with the hologram. After removal of the 0th order, the
ray path is again converted to parallel light using a tube lens and focussed through
a microscope objective towards the slice.
For controlling the imaging and holographic illumination setup, a custom graph-
ical user interface was developed in MATLAB by Felix Friedl, Martin Both, Jan-
Oliver Hollnagel, Martin Kaiser and Pascal Geschwill. The software allows live im-
age acquisition using MATLAB drivers for the EM-CCD camera (C9100-13, Hama-
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matsu, Japan) provided by Hamamatsu and definition of a freely drawn area of
illumination (AOI). The drawn illumination pattern is Fourier transformed and the
resulting phase image is displayed on the SLM through a digital visual interface.
The MATLAB algorithm for generating the phase image is based on the Gerchberg-
Saxton algorithm which involves (inverse) Fourier transforms (Gerchberg, 1972). In
addition to generating a two-dimensional illumination pattern, the SLM system can
emulate a virtual fresnel lens which allows shifting the pattern in z-direction. Inten-
sity, profile (sinusoidal, square pulse, ramp) and time courses of optogenetic stimula-
tion were controlled via transistor-transistor-logic (TTL) inputs using a power1401
digital/analog converter (CED, Cambridge, UK) and the stimulus generator in-
cluded in the accompanying Spike2 (v7) software.
Figure 3.4: Laser beam shaping using a spatial light modulator. (A) Schematic
diagram of the image acquisition setup used to capture images shown in (B) and (C). A
473nm laser beam was directed towards the SLM displaying an image which was focussed
through a 16x microscope objective towards a 1% block of Agar. A camera was positioned
so that the shape of the beam could be observed. (B) Varying diameters of holographically
projected circles directly influenced beam diameter and intensity at the focal point. White
curves represent horizontal line scans through the focal plane. (C) Shifting the position of
the circle in x/y direction within the field of view allowed controlling the position of the
focal point. Dashed line indicates the vertical image centre line. Scale bar in (Bi) applies
to all images in (B) and (C). (D-F) Examples of generated patterns and shapes projected




An overview of the beam shaping characteristics of the holographic illumination
system is shown in figure 3.4. As displayed in figure 3.4 (B) the overall size (in
this case a circle) of the computer generated hologram directly influenced the di-
ameter of the resulting beam. Note also that the intensity at the focal point was
inversely proportional to the diameter of the generated circle. This is because the
light reflected from the SLM is distributed across the entire AOI. A smaller AOI
is thus illuminated with a higher intensity compared to a larger area at constant
laser power. This property is a fundamental improvement over digital micromirror
device (DMD) based pattern illumination as it grants much higher light efficiency.
The possibility of shifting the position of the AOI dynamically and even generat-
ing more than one AOI within the field of view is displayed in figure 3.4 (C). This
facilitates optogenetic stimulation of several hippocampal subregions at the same
time or changing the AOI freely during an ongoing experiment. The system is capa-
ble of generating either predefined patterns such as grids and checkerboards as well
as freely drawn shapes like circles, rectangles and polygons as shown in figure 3.4
(D-F). The possibility of creating a freely adjustable beam shape was particularly
useful when the AOI should be adapted to the curved shape of the CA area of the
hippocampus.
In a typical experiment, the slice was placed in the MEA chamber and the expres-
sion of the ChR2-EYFP fusion protein was assessed using a spinning-disk confocal
microscope (CSU-X1, Yokogawa, Japan) and a 515nm laser (iBeam smart, Toptica
Photonics, Germany). Using a 16x submersible microscope objective (N16XLWD-
PF, Nikon, Japan), a field of view of 430x430µm was visible. If expression levels
were deemed sufficient and widespread, a subregion of the hippocampal area was
selected and outlined in the MATLAB graphical user interface. A computer gener-
ated hologram of the outlined area was calculated and displayed on the SLM which
then limits optogenetic stimulation to the AOI.
3.2.5 Patch-Clamp Recordings
Blind whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were carried out using pipettes of 2.5-4MΩ
resistance which were advanced through the pyramidal cell layer of CA1 with positive
pressure applied. A Gigaohm seal was formed by releasing pressure and applying
light suction to the electrode after an increase in series resistance was detected which
indicates the presence of a cell soma. Recordings were performed with a ELC-03XS
amplifier (npi, Germany) and digitised at 20kHz with a power 1401 ADC (CED,
Cambridge, UK) controlled by Spike2 (v7) and Signal4 software (CED, Cambridge,
UK). The liquid junction potential was calculated to +10mV using JPCalc (Barry,
1994). Voltage clamp recordings of IPSCs were done with +10mV holding potential
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and EPSCs were recorded at -74mV (chloride reversal potential was calculated to
be around -82mV).
3.2.6 Immunohistochemical Staining
For immunohistochemical analyses, slices were chemically fixed by overnight storage
in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) at 4°C. Slices were the incubated in 30% sucrose so-
lution in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 4°C and subsliced to 25µm thickness at
-25°C using a cryotome (CM1850, Leica, Germany). Slices were washed 3x5min in
PBS and then blocked for 90min using 5% normal goat serum (NGS) and 0.3% tri-
ton in PBS. Subsequent incubation with the primary antibody (Mouse Anti-NeuN,
dilution 1:1000 in 1%NGS/PBS+0.2% Triton in PBS) was carried out over night at
room temperature. After washing the slices 3x5min in PBS, they were incubated
with the fluorescent secondary antibody (Anti-Mouse IgG - Atto 633, dilution 1:1000
in 1%NGS/PBS+0.2% Triton) at room temperature for 90min. After an additional
washing step with PBS, the slices were stained with DAPI (dilution 1:10000 in dis-
tilled water) and finally washed again with distilled water before they were mounted
onto microscope slides. Slices were imaged using an upright fluorescence microscope
(Olympus BX61, Hamburg, Germany).
3.2.7 Data Analysis
Data analysis was carried out oﬄine using custom written MATLAB code based on
the Neuroshare MATLAB API 1 for reading and processing multichannel data (.mcd)
files generated by the MEA software (MC Rack, Multichannel Systems GmbH, Ger-
many).
Analysis of network oscillations was primarily based on complex morlet wavelet
transforms which are part of MATLAB’s wavelet toolbox (cmor1-1.5). This al-
lowed for frequency analysis in the time domain as well as in the frequency domain.
Briefly, raw data were downsampled by a factor of 10 and were transformed using
the aforementioned wavelet. The resulting time-frequency plot was smoothed with
a gaussian kernel and normalised to the maximum power value. Oscillation power
is displayed in a colour code with brighter colours representing higher power and
frequency components indicated on the y-axis.
Analysis of unit firing was achieved by high-pass filtering (3kHz) raw traces using
a fourier-transform based filtering algorithm and determining time points of units
with a thresholding algorithm. Single units are more easily detectable in high-pass




adapted from the Leventhal Lab at the University of Michigan2. It is based on
calculation of the smoothed nonlinear energy (SNLE):
Ψ[x(n)] = x2(n)− x(n+ 1)x(n− 1) (3.1)
Figure 3.5: Unit detection based on
calculation of smoothed non-linear
energy. Raw trace (top) is high-pass fil-
tered at 3kHz (middle) and its SNLE is
calculated (bottom). A threshold is then
applied (red line) to extract time points
and wave forms of units. Detected units
are marked with red circles.
Calculation of SNLE both increases
signal-to-noise ratio by subtracting neigh-
bouring datapoints and also removes nega-
tive potentials by squaring the signal before
applying a threshold for unit detection. The
workflow for unit detection is shown in figure
3.5: the raw trace recorded during optoge-
netic stimulation is filtered and the SNLE
of the filtered trace is calculated (see bot-
tom trace). From this SNLE trace, a thresh-
old is calculated at two times (default value)
the standard deviation of event-free baseline
noise. The time points of threshold crossing
are used to extract the units from the high-
pass filtered trace (shown in the inset of fig-
ure 3.5). The quality of unit detection was
checked by visual inspection and the thresh-
old multiplier was adjusted if necessary to
minimise false positives.
Data are either presented as mean±standard error of the mean (SEM) or as box
plots in which the median is presented as a white dot (see figure 4.11) or black line
(see figure 4.10) and the box limits represent the 25th and 75th percentile. Whiskers
of box plots indicate data range within ±2.7σ of the distribution.
Peaks and troughs of both gamma and ripple oscillations were detected by us-
ing a Hilbert transformation of previously filtered data and calculating its phase
angle. Cross correlations and time lags of gamma oscillations were calculated using
MATLAB’s xcorr function.
Descriptive circular statistics were carried out using a circular statistics toolbox
for MATLAB written by Philipp Berens3. Polar plots of unit firing relative to the
phase of sinusoidal stimulation (as shown in figure 4.11) were produced from unit







angle of firing was calculated using custom MATLAB algorithms. Statistical signif-
icance was assessed using GraphPad InStat (Version 3.10). The specific statistical
tests and p-values are reported in the text accompanying the data.
Cell numbers in immunostained hippocampal slices were assessed by hand using
the Cell Counter plugin4 for ImageJ (Version 1.50i).
Synaptic currents (IPSCs/EPSCs) were detected from five trials of ramp stimu-
lation per cell based on a deconvolution algorithm (Roth et al., 2016). The traces
are filtered with a 200Hz fourier transform based low pass filter which is then decon-
volved with a kernel resembling a typical postsynaptic current. After that, individual
events were identified by threshold detection.
3.2.8 Contribution of Others
The experiments and analyses described here required the use of a broad range of
methods which involved the assistance of many different people beyond the author
of this thesis. In this section, the individual contributions of these colleagues shall
be mentioned in a comprehensive manner.
All data shown here was collected within the group of Prof. Dr. Andreas Draguhn
at the Institute for Physiology and Pathophysiology of the University of Heidelberg.
In addition to providing equipment and lab space, Prof. Dr. Andreas Draguhn was
involved in conceptual scientific supervision and design of experiments.
Dr. Martin Both acted as immediate project adviser and was directly engaged
in the design and implementation of the holographic illumination system. He also
provided technical support for slice recordings along with Dr. Claus Bruehl. Further-
more, he wrote the original wavelet transformation algorithms which were adapted
by Pascal Geschwill.
The actual installation and adjustment of the holographic illumination system
was carried by joint efforts of Dr. Martin Both, Martin Kaiser, Dr. Felix Friedl and
Pascal Geschwill. Additionally, they accomplished the development of a graphical
user interface for controlling the system (i.e. fluorescence image acquisition, laser
controls and holographic pattern generation) which was aided by Dr. Jan-Oliver
Hollnagel.
Intracranial virus injections were performed by either Katja Lankisch or Pascal
Geschwill. Acquisition of wide field fluorescence images (see figure 4.17) was aided
by Justus Schneider who executed cryotome subslicing and antibody staining as
well as Nadine Zuber and Tina Sackmann who provided technical assistance for the
fluorescence microscope.




data analysis shown here were carried out by Pascal Geschwill. Design of figures
displaying experimental results was done by Pascal Geschwill. Exemplary raw data
used for illustrative purposes were kindly provided by Dr. Vivan Nguyen-Chi (figure
4.3 (C) and (G)) and Dr. Jan-Oliver Hollnagel (figure 4.3 (A))
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4.1 Reversible Induction of Gamma-Band Oscil-
lations and Sharp Wave-Ripple Complexes by
Different Stimulus Profiles
Acute hippocampal slices expressing ChR2-EYFP under the control of the CamKIIα
promoter were placed onto the MEA in submerged conditions. They reliably dis-
played spontaneous SPW-R at a frequency of 0.6±0.3Hz (mean±standard deviation
(STD) 71 slices, 23 mice) which could be recorded over the course of several hours
(see figure 4.1 (E)). Slices were placed such that the MEA electrodes could pick up
signals from as large an area of the hippocampus as possible. The expression pat-
tern of the transgene was assessed and using a confocal image, a subfield of the slice
was outlined and defined as AOI. Stimulating the pyramidal cell layer of the CA3a
region with a 5ms square pulse evoked a field potential in downstream CA1 which
closely resembled spontaneous SPW-R (figure 4.1 (C)). Both evoked and sponta-
neous SPW-R displayed a prominent frequency component at 200-250Hz (figure 4.1
(F) and (G)). During prolonged sinusoidal light intensity courses at the same AOI,
slices generated field potential oscillations in the 30-60Hz band (figure 4.1 (D) and
(H)) which also travelled through the hippocampal network.
Interestingly, evoked activity not only spread to downstream regions of CA3 but
also backpropagated to upstream areas in the hilus and DG where it resulted in a
population spike resembling field potential when a 5ms rectangular pulse was ap-
plied. The negative potential deflection recorded in regions adjacent to the AOI
can be explained by the influx of cations into the stimulated neurons through ChR2
which leads to an extracellular negativity. Optogenetically evoked gamma oscilla-
tions quickly disappeared when sinusoidal stimulation stops after which the slice
returns to generating SPW-R spontaneously. This indicates that the ”default” net-
work state of hippocampal slices is the SPW-R state and that gamma oscillations
only emerge in presence of external stimulation. This observation agrees with several
postulated hypotheses about the emergence of SPW-R within hippocampal networks
(Buzsaki et al., 1983; Buzsaki, 2015).
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Figure 4.1: Reversibly Evoking distinct network activity patterns by different
stimulus modalities. (A) Overview light microscopic image of a hippocampal slice on a
MEA. The subfields of the slice are outlined for clarity. Underlying extracellular electrodes
span nearly the entire hippocampal formation. (B) Fluorescence micrograph of typical
widespread ChR2-EYFP expression pattern. Scale Bars in (A) and (B) are 400µm. (C)
Field potential responses recorded from 60 electrodes following stimulation with a 5ms
laser pulse. The targeted area of illumination in CA3a is highlighted in blue. Note that
the activity spread throughout the whole hippocampus. (D) same as in (C) but stimulation
intensity following a sine wave. (E) Raw data recorded from the marked electrode in (C)
and (D). In addition to spontaneous SPW-R, the slice generated signatures resembling
SPW-R in CA1 upon delivery of 5ms laser pulses to CA3a. Sinusoidal stimulation evokes
gamma band activity. Note that the slice returned to SPW-R state upon cessation of
sinusoidal stimulation. (F-K) Enlarged views of the framed segments in (E). Top: wavelet
spectra showing frequency components. Bottom: raw trace. (H) The network generated
gamma band activity with a peak at ∼50Hz (mean of wavelet spectrum is shown as black
line). Temporal scale bar in (F) applies to (G),(I) and (K).
The propagation of evoked activity through the slice network is illustrated in
figure 4.2. Interestingly, the evoked field potential in the upstream DG/hilus region
usually displayed a very sharp downward deflection in response to a 5ms light flash
(figure 4.2 (B)). This indicates that the backpropagated signal is not transmitted
via a synaptic connection but rather consists of backpropagated synchronised action
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potentials (population spikes). Backpropagation of light flash induced population
spikes was successful in 88% (30/34 slices, 11 mice) of the slices while evoking an
SPW-R was successful in 97% (33/34) of the slices. The transmission delay between
CA3 and CA1 from stimulus onset to the peak of the evoked SPW-R was 21.3±5.7ms
(761 SPW-R, 33 slices, 11 mice) whereas the delay between CA3 and the DG from
stimulus onset to the peak of the evoked population spike was 8.3±1.2ms (942
population events, 30 slices, 11 mice). The lag between gamma cycles in CA3 and
CA1, as assessed by cross correlation, was 5.4±6.3ms at 1Hz stimulation frequency
(16 slices, 7 mice). These values stand in good accordance to published values of
transmission velocities between CA3 and CA1 (Both et al., 2008).
Figure 4.2: Propagation of evoked activity through the slice network. (A) Light
microscopic image of a hippocampal slice on a MEA. Illuminated area in CA3a is marked
in blue. (B) Evoked activity in different regions of the hippocampus in response to a
5ms square pulse of light. Note the delay between the evoked peak at the stimulation site
(CA3) and the downstream (CA1) or upstream (DG) sites. (C) Evoked activity in different
regions of the hippocampus in response to the upstroke of a 1Hz sinusoidal light stimulation.
Troughs of evoked gamma oscillations in CA3a are marked by red dashed line.
A qualitative comparison of the optogenetically evoked gamma oscillations with
other in in vitro and in vivo paradigms revealed that the leading frequencies of
optogenetic gamma and in vivo gamma almost perfectly overlap (figure 4.3 (D)).
This indicates that similar underlying mechanisms are recruited. Interestingly, while
gamma oscillations in vivo are nested into underlying theta waves (figure 4.3 (C)),
optogenetically evoked gamma appeared ”pure” without an accompanying slower
oscillation. A typical pharmacological paradigm for induction of gamma oscillations
in vitro employing 10µM acetylcholine and 2µM physostigmine (Hollnagel et al.,
2015) on the other hand induces oscillations at ∼30Hz (figure 4.3 (A)). This im-
plies that cholinergic terminals which are strongly activated by the aforementioned




Comparing spontaneous and optogenetically evoked SPW-R recorded in vitro
exposed a striking similarity in terms of frequency components and overall morphol-
ogy (figure 4.3 (E) and (F)). The ripple frequency component was furthermore very
similar to an in vivo situation (figure 4.3 (G)) although signals differed in overall
morphology. It appears from the power spectrum shown in in figure 4.3 (H) that
the ripple frequency peak in vivo is shifted towards lower frequencies compared to
in vitro data. This difference is however well described in the literature (Sullivan
et al., 2011) and is possibly caused by the reduced complexity of the slice network
(Buzsaki, 2015).
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Figure 4.3: Qualitative comparison of optogenetically evoked network patterns
with other paradigms. (A) Representative field potential data recorded from a rat hip-
pocampal slice incubated with 10µM acetylcholine and 2µM physostigmine. (B) Example
trace of optogenetically evoked gamma by stimulation with a 5Hz sinusoidal intensity time-
course recorded from a mouse slice. (C) In vivo recording of theta/gamma activity during
REM sleep. Data in (A-C) was recorded from CA1 pyramidale. (D) Power spectra of data
shown in (A-C) display overlapping peaks at 50Hz of optogenetic and in vivo gamma. (E-
G) Comparison of frequency components of an in vitro spontaneously occurring SPW-R
(E) with an optogenetically evoked one (F) and an SPW-R recorded in vivo during NREM
sleep (G). Raw data is bandpass and highpass filtered to reveal ripple frequencies and unit
activity. (H) Power spectra of data shown in (E-G) display overlapping peaks at 200-
250Hz. Data in (A) kindly provided by Jan-Oliver Hollnagel. Data in (C) and (G) kindly
provided by Vivan Nguyen-Chi.
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In conclusion, hippocampal slices are capable of producing two of the most preva-
lent network patterns of the hippocampus which also occur in vivo. Depending on
the optogenetic stimulus modality, the network responded with either gamma oscil-
lations (sinusoidal stimulation) or SPW-R (5ms square pulse).
4.1.1 Power and Frequency of Evoked Gamma Depend on
Stimulation Intensity
As a subsequent step, the properties of optogenetically evoked signals were thor-
oughly characterised. Firstly, the input/output relationship between laser intensity
and power as well as frequency of the resulting gamma band oscillation was de-
scribed. This paradigm was carried out with different stimulation/recording con-
figurations in order to find any possible differences in locally or distally generated
oscillations. Therefore, slices were stimulated with a 1Hz sinusoidal stimulation
profile lasting 5s with intensity maxima ranging from 1-5mW/mm2.
Figure 4.4: Input/output relationship between laser intensity and resulting
power and frequency of resulting locally generated gamma. (A) Schematic illus-
tration of the stimulation/recording configuration. AOI was limited to CA3 pyramidale
and a recording electrode in the same area was picked for analysis. (Ai) Bottom: Example
traces showing gamma activity in response to increasing laser intensity. Top: Correspond-
ing wavelet spectra revealing frequency distribution. (Aii) Oscillation power normalized to
maximum value as a function of laser intensity. (Aiii) Oscillation frequency as a function
of laser intensity. Data in (Aii) and (Aiii) were recorded in 17 slices from 4 mice. (B)
same as (A) but with stimulation/recording in CA1. Data in (Bii) and (Biii) were recorded
in 12 slices from 4 mice.
As is evident from figure 4.4, the dynamic range of locally generated oscillations
in CA3 and CA1 depended on the laser intensity according to a saturation curve.
Therefore, using the illumination system described here, the network could be driven
to almost its maximally possible activity level. Interestingly, not only the power of
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evoked gamma but also its frequency depended on illumination strength, although
the effect is very moderate (see figure 4.4 (Aiii) and (Biii). Possible explanations for
this observation are given in the discussion.
As displayed in figure 4.1 (D), applying optical stimulation to CA3 not only
induced a field potential in the vicinity of the AOI, but also caused the signal to
be propagated towards both upstream (DG) and downstream (CA1) regions. The
input/output characteristic of these transmitted oscillations is summarised in figure
4.5. As shown in figure 4.5 (A), the power of gamma oscillations which are propa-
gated from CA3 to CA1 also depended on input strength, albeit to a lesser extent
as locally generated gamma. The leading frequency also followed a similar course
in response to higher light intensity. An examination of gamma backpropagated
from CA3 to DG (seen in figure 4.5 (B)) revealed a largely linear input/output re-
lationship concerning gamma power whereas frequency remained relatively stable.
Interestingly, the gamma power output for this configuration appeared not saturable























































































































































Figure 4.5: Input/output relationship between laser intensity and resulting
power and frequency of resulting distally generated gamma. (A) Schematic illus-
tration of the stimulation/recording configuration. AOI was limited to CA3 pyramidale and
a recording electrode in CA1 was picked for analysis. (Ai) Bottom: Example traces show-
ing gamma activity in response to increasing laser intensity. Top: Corresponding wavelet
spectra revealing frequency distribution. (Aii) Oscillation power normalized to maximum
value as a function of laser intensity. (Aiii) Oscillation frequency as a function of laser
intensity. Data in (Aii) and (Aiii) were recorded in 6 slices from 3 mice. (B) same as (A)
but with recording in DG. Data in (Bii) and (Biii) were recorded in 8 slices from 3 mice.
Overall, this series of experiments showed that power and frequency of evoked
gamma oscillations are positively correlated to stimulus intensity. This effect was
however less pronounced with regard to the resulting frequency.
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4.1.2 Resonance Properties of Evoked Gamma Oscillations
In the previous set of experiments, slices were subjected exclusively to a 1Hz stim-
ulation frequency. As a subsequent step, it should be determined whether the hip-
pocampal network displays resonance effects in response to different frequencies of
sinusoidal stimulation. Broadly speaking, it was examined whether gamma oscilla-
tions could be evoked ’more easily’ at a certain stimulation frequency. To this end,
slices were subjected to 5s periods of stimulation frequencies in the range between
1Hz-40Hz using the same stimulation/recording configurations already show in fig-
ure 4.4 and 4.5. Resonance properties of locally generated gamma are depicted in
figure 4.6. It should be noted here, that stimulation intensity was kept constant at
5mW/mm2 throughout this experimental series.
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Figure 4.6: Resonance properties of locally generated gamma oscillations. (A)
Schematic illustration of the stimulation/recording configuration. AOI was limited to CA3
pyramidale and a recording electrode in the same area was picked for analysis. (Ai) Bot-
tom: Example traces showing gamma activity in response to increasing stimulation fre-
quency. Top: Corresponding wavelet spectra revealing gamma frequency distribution. (Aii)
Oscillation power normalized to maximum value as a function of stimulation frequency.
(Aiii) Oscillation frequency as a function of stimulation frequency. Data in (Aii) and (Aiii)
were recorded in 31 slices from 8 mice. (B) same as (A) but with stimulation/recording in
CA1. Data in (Bii) and (Biii) were recorded in 20 slices from 7 mice.
As indicated in figure 4.6, the output gamma power of the hippocampal network
showed a clear preference to stimulation frequencies between 2Hz-6Hz. This obser-
vation appears very compelling as this frequency range overlaps with the low theta
spectrum (Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004) and gamma rhythms in vivo usually occur
superimposed onto an underlying theta wave (Buzsaki et al., 1983). Considering this
information, it seems reasonable that the architecture of the hippocampal network
is optimised to generate gamma oscillations at this input frequency in the most effi-
cient manner. The data presented here furthermore stand in good accordance with
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findings published by Butler et al. (2016) in which a similar stimulation paradigm
was utilised. Strikingly, it appears that gamma power increased again when stim-
ulation frequencies higher than 15Hz were applied (see figure 4.6 (Aii) and (Bii)).
However, this is most likely caused by the fact that the field potential merely follows
the input frequency in this domain which is for instance shown in figure 4.6 (Ai) and
(Bi). Possible reasons for this behaviour are given in the discussion. This notion was
further supported by data provided in figure 4.6 (Aiii) and (Biii) which show that
leading gamma frequencies centre around stimulation frequency especially at 40Hz
input. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that input frequencies between 1Hz-
15Hz elicited oscillations with a steadily increasing frequency. Possible underlying
mechanisms are presented later on.







































































































































































Figure 4.7: Resonance properties of distally generated gamma oscillations.
(A) Schematic illustration of the stimulation/recording configuration. AOI was limited to
CA3 pyramidale and a recording electrode in CA1 was picked for analysis. (Ai) Bottom:
Example traces showing gamma activity in response to increasing stimulation frequency.
Top: Corresponding wavelet spectra revealing gamma frequency distribution. (Aii) Oscil-
lation power normalized to maximum value as a function of stimulation frequency. (Aiii)
Oscillation frequency as a function of stimulation frequency. Data in (Aii) and (Aiii) were
recorded in 17 slices from 7 mice. (B) same as (A) but with stimulation/recording in CA1.
Data in (Bii) and (Biii) were recorded in 18 slices from 8 mice.
The situation for distally generated gamma was less clear. While gamma power
propagated to CA1 or to the DG still displayed a somewhat discernible peak at
∼4Hz it is far less pronounced when compared to locally generated gamma. Fur-
thermore, the previously mentioned effect that field potentials simply follow upon
high frequency input was even stronger in comparison. It is also noteworthy that
oscillation frequencies propagated from CA3 to CA1 appeared less susceptible to
changes in input frequency as they remained relatively stable at around 50Hz while
backpropagated gamma frequency was positively correlated to input frequency (see
figure 4.7 (Aiii) and (Biii)).
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Taken together, the hippocampal slice network exhibited resonance behaviour at
stimulation frequencies which overlapped with the low theta range. This provides
evidence that the hippocampal network serves as biological substrate which is or-
ganised in a such a way that information processing is carried out most efficiently
within a theta/gamma rhythm.
4.1.3 Subregional Differences of Gamma Oscillations in CA3
Until now, the AOI was exclusively limited to CA3a, the most distal part of CA3
with respect to the DG. However, since there are known differences in the extent
to which these anatomically distinct subregions participate in hippocampal activity
(Hunsaker et al., 2008; de Almeida et al., 2007), it was necessary to characterise them
in more detail. To find out more about each subregion’s capability for generating
gamma oscillations, slices were subjected to the same resonance frequency paradigm
described in the previous section but with stimulation/recording limited to one of
the three subfields (see figure 4.8 (A)). The results of this analysis are summarised
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Figure 4.8: Resonance properties of locally generated gamma oscillations in
CA3 subfields. (A) Schematic illustration of the stimulation/recording configuration.
AOI was limited to stratum pyramidale in CA3a, CA3b or CA3c and a recording electrode
in the same area was picked for analysis. (B) Oscillation power in CA3a (black), CA3b
(blue) and CA3c (red) in absolute values as a function of stimulation frequency. (C)
Oscillation frequency as a function of stimulation frequency. Data in (B) and (C) were
recorded in 12 slices from 4 mice.
As presented in figure 4.8 (B), sinusoidal stimulation in all three subfields reli-
ably elicited gamma oscillations with a similar resonance maximum between 2Hz-
6Hz. However, in this case there was no apparent peak but instead a plateau of
resonance frequencies. Most remarkably, there was a clear difference between CA3a
intrinsic gamma and both of the other subregions concerning their resonance profile.
While overall gamma power in CA3a ranged between 15-25µV2, gamma power in
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the two other subfields was much lower (between 5-15µV2). In terms of gamma
frequency, there was no noticeable difference among the subregions in response to
input frequency. Although gamma frequency in CA3a appeared to be positively
correlated with input frequency (as already reported in figure 4.6 (A)), the variance
in comparison to other subregions makes it difficult to make a conclusive statement.
After all, these data indicate that CA3a may be the principal hub within CA3
which is responsible for effective integration and transmission of information between
the DG and CA1.
4.1.4 Characterisation of Evoked Sharp Wave-Ripple Com-
plexes
The data shown in figure 4.1 illustrate that optogenetic stimulation in CA3 us-
ing a 5ms square pulse elicits SPW-R in downstream CA1. The properties of this
stimulation paradigm were addressed here in a more quantitative manner. First, it
was determined whether there is, similarly to the data presented in figure 4.4 and
4.5, an intensity dependent change in the properties of evoked field potentials. As
shown in the representative example data in figure 4.9 (B), the ripple component
of the evoked LFP became less pronounced with increasing laser intensity until it
was completely lost with maximal stimulation strength. It appears that the evoked
potential became more synchronised with increasing stimulation strength. In fact,
in some slices it was even possible to evoke a summed action potential (population
spike) in CA1 pyramidale upon maximal stimulation (data not shown). More thor-
ough analysis of the input/output relationship between stimulation intensity and
LFP properties revealed that while amplitudes of field potentials were statistically
significantly increased (figure 4.9 (C), p<0.0001, repeated measures ANOVA), their
full width at half maximum (FWHM) was reduced with growing laser power (figure
4.9 (D), p<0.0001, repeated measures ANOVA). This underlines the notion that
inputs to the local network of downstream CA1 which receives mostly excitatory
input from CA3 become more synchronised with increasing stimulation strength.
Furthermore, it appears that ripple oscillations superimposed on evoked field poten-
tials gradually diminished until they completely disappeared. This is statistically
examined in figure 4.9 (E) and (F). First, the SPW-R success rate was determined
by individual analysis of 1175 field potential responses recorded from 34 slices and
classifying them into whether or not they can be regarded as canonical SPW-R. This
was done by visual inspection taking into account typical SPW-R parameters such as
number of ripple cycles (at least three), width of the slow LFP component (∼20ms)
and temporal delay between stimulation and onset of LFP to exclude spontaneous
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Figure 4.9: Characterisation of local field potential properties evoked by
5ms square pulses of varying intensity. (A) Schematic illustration of the stimu-
lation/recording configuration. AOI was limited to stratum pyramidale in CA3a and a
recording electrode in CA1 was picked for analysis. (B) Bottom: Representative evoked
field potentials in response to increasing laser intensity. Top: Corresponding wavelet spec-
tra showing frequency components of field potentials. (C) Amplitude of evoked field poten-
tials as a function of laser power. (D) Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of evoked
field potentials as a function of laser power. (E) SPW-R success rate as a function of
laser power. (F) Ripple cycles normalised to field potential amplitude as a function of
laser power. Data in (C-F) were recorded in 34 slices from 11 mice. Grey dots indicate
individual data points, black squares represent mean±SEM. Statistical significance was
assessed by repeated measures ANOVA.
As is evident from figure 4.9 (D), the SPW-R success rate decreased dramatically
in response to higher stimulation strengths (p<0.0022, repeated measures ANOVA)
which indicates that in order to generate ripple oscillations, CA1 required a more
dispersed input from CA3 which does not override inhibitory networks of CA1 which
are thought to be required for ripple generation (Schonberger et al., 2014; Gan et al.,
2017). A similar analysis which was less prone to human error was aimed at quan-
tifying the number of ripple cycles in response to rising laser power (see Methods:
Data Analysis). The results of this analysis (shown in figure 4.9 (F)) indicated a neg-
ative correlation between stimulus strength and number of ripple cycles (p<0.0001,
repeated measures ANOVA). This result is in line with the observation that SPW-R
success rate decreased with higher illumination power since by definition an SPW-R
must have at least three ripple cycles.
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In figure 4.3 (E-F) a qualitative comparison of evoked and spontaneous SPW-R
is depicted which at first glance gives the impression that the differences are mi-
nuscule. In order to obtain a more quantitative view on this matter, 50 SPW-R
of each group were picked at random from the pool of spontaneous and evoked
SPW-R using MATLAB’s pseudorandom number generator and typical parame-
ters of SPW-R were compared. As presented in figure 4.10, there were no dif-
ferences in ripple frequency (evoked: P25=180Hz, P50=195.8Hz, P75=208.6Hz vs.
spontaneous: P25=176.3Hz, P50=195.8Hz, P75=204.2Hz, p=0.47, Mann-Whitney







2, p=0.1962) or amplitude (evoked:
P25=0.24µV, P50=0.31µV, P75=0.43µV vs. spontaneous: P25=0.19µV, P50=0.27µV,
P75=0.36µV, p=0.0824). However, evoked SPW-R were accompanied by signifi-
cantly fewer superimposed units which reflect extracellularly recorded action po-
tentials (evoked: P25=4, P50=5, P75=6 vs. spontaneous: P25=5, P50=7, P75=9,
p=0.011). This may be due to the fact that optogenetic stimulation is more syn-
chronous compared to endogenous synaptic activity projected to CA1 which in turn
may cause more pronounced co-firing of units in CA1 therefore reducing the amount
of individually detectable action potentials.
Figure 4.10: Statistical comparison of parameters of spontaneous and optoge-
netically evoked SPW-R. Ripple frequency, ripple power, SPW-R amplitude were not
significantly different while evoked SPW-R display significantly fewer units per SPW-R.
Data in (A-D) were collected from 50 randomly picked SPW-R of each group. Statistical
comparison was done using two-tailed Mann-Whitney test.
To sum up, it appears that evoked SPW-R were more readily observed in CA1
upon weak CA3 stimulation. When laser stimulation was applied in excess, excita-
tory inputs were more strongly synchronised which could result in an input volley
strong enough to override feed-forward inhibition which can cause hypersynchronous
postsynaptic discharges. Moreover, statistically speaking, there were no significant
differences between evoked and spontaneous SPW-R in terms of ripple frequency,
ripple power and SPW-R amplitude.
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4.1.5 Temporal Precision of Units is Highest with Theta
Band Stimulation
Up to this point, analysis was limited to the field potential level. However, this
approach disregards the dynamics of single cells in the context of local networks
as field potentials reflect synaptic potentials of groups of several neurons. In order
to obtain more detailed insight into the interaction of single cells and the network,
it was necessary to investigate the behaviour of single unit discharges which reflect
extracellularly recorded action potentials of individual neurons. These can be readily
recorded with the planar extracellular electrodes of a MEA using a high-pass filter
(Obien et al., 2014; Reinhard et al., 2014) (see Methods: Data Analysis).
In order to learn more about in how single cell activity is influenced by input fre-
quency, slices were again subjected to the previously described resonance frequency
paradigm (see figure 4.6 and figure 4.7). The results of this experiment are sum-
marised in figure 4.11. When examining the exemplary data shown in figure 4.11
(Aii) it becomes evident, that units fired at progressively later time points relative
to the phase of the stimulation sine wave. While most of the units appeared at the
upstroke of the sine wave at 1Hz stimulation frequency, they were shifted further to-
wards the downstroke at 40Hz. This observation was confirmed at a statistical level
when viewing the polar plots displayed in figure 4.11 (B). These data highlight two
interesting points: firstly, the previously mentioned shift in unit firing angle towards
later stages relative to the sine wave was occurring gradually and secondly, the dis-
tribution of firing angles was narrower with some stimulation frequencies compared
to others (see also figure 4.11 (C)). The width of the firing angle distribution is con-
tained within the length of mean angle vector which is displayed as an orange arrow
in figure 4.11 (B). A longer arrow points towards a more narrow distribution and
vice versa. The normalised vector length as a function of input frequency is illus-
trated in figure 4.11 (Cii) which shows a local maximum in the theta range around
5Hz. This means that at stimulation frequencies within this spectrum, distribution
of unit firing angles was more narrow compared to other frequencies which provides
evidence towards more precisely timed single cell activity within the field potential
oscillations.
It is also noteworthy that firing angles appeared fairly evenly distributed with
one clear maximum with stimulation frequencies up to 8Hz. At frequencies of 15Hz
and 20Hz, distributions became more non-uniform with either two peaks (15Hz) or
strongly tilted (20Hz). However at even higher stimulation frequencies, firing angle
distributions were again more even with a very low width (e.g. 30Hz). As figure
4.11 shows, interunit intervals tended to cluster around the lengths of one stimulus
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Figure 4.11: Phase relationship of single units to different stimulation fre-
quencies. (Ai) Schematic illustration of the stimulation/recording configuration. AOI
was limited to stratum pyramidale in CA3a and a recording electrode in CA1 was picked
for analysis. (Aii) Representative single unit recordings in response to one cycle of sinu-
soidal stimulation at 1Hz, 8Hz and 40Hz. Note the different temporal scale bars. Detected
units are marked by ticks above the raw trace. (Aiii) Each cycle can be subdivided into
360° as a reference for unit timing. (B) Polar histograms of pooled data displaying the
distribution of unit firing relative to the phase of each sine cycle in response to differ-
ent sine frequencies. Length of orange arrows indicates width of distribution, orientation
shows the mean phase angle. (Ci) Box plot of mean firing angle in response to different
sine frequencies. (Cii) Length of the angle vector normalised to maximum value. (D) Box
plot of number of units per second of stimulation in response to different input frequencies.
(E) Cumulative histograms of interunit intervals recorded with different input frequencies.
Data in (B-E) were recorded in 15 slices from 7 mice.
notion that at these input frequencies, the network passively follows the input. This
is in line with data shown in figure 4.6 and figure 4.7 which illustrated that gamma
power is lowest at 15Hz and that the field potential merely follows inputs at higher
stimulation frequencies. This could mean that using a 15Hz input causes destructive
interference with the intrinsically generated gamma oscillations which leads to the
observed effects. Although the number of recorded units per cycle declined with
increasing input frequency due to shortening of cycle lengths, the overall unit rate
appeared relatively constant at 30-40 units/s over the 5s recording period (figure
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4.11 (D)). This suggests that there is no preferred stimulation frequency to recruit
more units into the oscillation but that they are coordinated into segregated cycle
associated packages more precisely which possibly provides means for more efficient
information transfer.
Taken together, these data showed that single cell activity is dependent on in-
put frequency and showed a preference towards theta band inputs. Units were
distributed within individual temporal frames which were defined by the input fre-
quency.
4.2 Investigation of the Network State Switch
According to the data presented until this point, it has become clear that the in vitro
preparation described here is capable of producing gamma band oscillations as well
as SPW-R upon either waxing and waning sinusoidal or synchronous stimulation
with short square pulses. This raises the question whether the gradual increase of
light intensity brought about by a sine wave is the critical factor causing synchro-
nisation within a gamma rhythm. Conversely, it is conceivable that SPW-R can
exclusively be elicited by extremely brief stimulation because ripple band oscilla-
tions have to be limited to a very short time window as they may represent chunked
pieces of information.
In order to gain insight into the mechanisms by which these network patterns are
governed, slices were subjected to stimulation with varying intensity slopes as well
as prolonged square pulse stimulation. As depicted in figure 4.12 (B), an SPW-R
could be evoked by stimulation with a square pulse which corresponds to an infi-
nite rate of rise as described before (cf. figure 4.1 and figure 4.9). However, after
decreasing the intensity slope giving it a more ramp-like appearance, gamma band
oscillations gradually emerged whereas ripple power receded. This observation is
statistically summarised in figure 4.12 (C) which shows that gamma oscillations ap-
parently emerged instantaneously between 2 and 10 mW/mm2s while ripple band
power decreased drastically between 2 and 20 mW/mm2s. This implies that gamma
oscillations and SPW-R may be mutually exclusive and that they are regulated dif-
ferently at a network level. It is interesting to note however that ripple power did
not vanish completely in spite of the network being dominated by gamma oscilla-
tions(see figure 4.12 (C)). Possible reasons for this observation will be given in the
discussion.
In the interest of elucidating the cellular mechanisms which govern the network
synchronisation in a gamma rhythm, blind patch clamp recordings were performed
in CA1 pyramidal cells. For this series of experiments, cells were patched in whole-
cell voltage clamp mode with a holding potential of either -74mV or +10mV in
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Figure 4.12: Changes in field potential frequency composition caused by dif-
ferent intensity time courses. (A) Schematic illustration of the stimulation/recording
configuration. AOI was limited to stratum pyramidale in CA3a and a recording electrode
in CA1 was picked for analysis. (B) Bottom: Representative evoked field potentials in
response to decreasing rate of rise of laser intensity. Top: Corresponding wavelet spec-
tra showing frequency components of field potentials. (C) Power of ripple frequency band
(150-300Hz, red) and gamma frequency band (30-60Hz, blue) as a function of varying rate
of rise of laser power. Data were recorded in 15 slices from 7 mice.
order to isolate inhibitory and excitatory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs/EPSCs),
respectively (Gan et al., 2017; Roth et al., 2016). During recordings, the CA3a area
of the slice was subjected a similar ramp-like stimulation paradigm as shown in figure
4.12 (B) using a 5s long ramp with a 0.2mW/mm2s rate of rise. This window of
stimulation was subdivided into 100ms bins and the leading frequency as well as the
power of the 30-60Hz gamma band in the LFP were calculated. Furthermore, the
frequency of IPSCs and EPSCs was assessed with respect to the onset of the ramp.
The results of this analysis are shown in figure 4.13. As is already evident from the
example traces shown in figure 4.13 (B) and (C), both the LFP and inhibitory and
excitatory currents displayed a more and more pronounced synchronisation towards
a gamma (in this case∼50Hz) rhythm in response to increasing stimulation intensity.
Strikingly, the data in figure 4.13 (D) suggest that this oscillatory switch into the
gamma mode appears to occur in a step-like fashion since the leading frequency of
the local field potential ”jumps” into a ∼30Hz oscillation around 200-300ms after
ramp onset. Following this initial switch, the leading frequency increased in an
almost linear fashion with increasing time. This increase in gamma frequency can
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be explained by the rising stimulation intensity as already shown in figures 4.4 and
4.7. The step-like switch was less pronounced when analysing the gamma power
as displayed in the left panel of figure 4.13 (D) although, there appears to be a
slight upward kink in gamma power also around 200-300ms after stimulus onset.
At the IPSC/EPSC level, a similar rapid increase in event frequency was found as
demonstrated in figure 4.13 (E). The frequency of both IPSCs and EPSCs showed
a sharp increment within a similar time frame as the frequency of LFPs. It is
moreover interesting to note that once the network has switched into the gamma
mode IPSCs occurred with a much higher frequency compared to EPSCs. While
the occurrence of EPSCs seemed to saturate at 40-50Hz, IPSCs can be recorded at
frequencies of up to 60 or 70Hz which even exceeds the leading frequency of the local
field potential. This finding and its implications for network mechanisms of gamma
will be addressed in the discussion.
Figure 4.13: Gamma synchronisation at the network and single-cell level. (A)
Schematic illustration of the stimulation/recording configuration. AOI was limited to stra-
tum pyramidale in CA3a and a MEA electrode in CA1 was picked for LFP analysis while
whole-cell patch clamp recordings were performed simultaneously in the vicinity of the
MEA electrode. (B) Example LFP recordings (top) together with IPSC recordings of a
pyramidal cell (bottom). (C) Same as (B) but with simultaneous recordings of EPSCs.
Note that both IPSCs and EPSCs show synchronisation at ∼50Hz albeit EPSCs are much
smaller in amplitude. (D) Normalised power in the 30-60Hz band over time during the 5s
ramp (left) and leading LFP frequency over time during the 5s ramp (right). Grey traces
show individual recordings, black trace indicates mean. (E) IPSC (blue) and EPSC (red)
frequency over time during the 5s ramp. Thin lines indicate individual recordings, thick
ones display the mean. The light blue line at 0s in (D) and (E) denotes the onset of the
ramp stimulation. Data in (D) were recorded in 9 slices from 5 mice. Data in (E) were
recorded from 6 cells in 4 slices from 2 mice.
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Using a similar experimental preparation, Dine et al. (2016) reported that global
stimulation of CA1 with prolonged rectangular pulses elicits gamma band oscil-
lations locally. This observation contradicts the initial hypothesis proposed here
which states that gamma oscillations are only evoked by a steadily increasing input
following a ramp or sine wave (cf. figure 4.6 and figure 4.12).
Figure 4.14: Emergence of locally generated gamma oscillations in CA1 in
response to different square pulse lengths. (A) Schematic illustration of the stim-
ulation/recording configuration. AOI was limited to stratum pyramidale in CA1 and a
recording electrode in the same area was picked for analysis. (B) Bottom: Representative
evoked field potentials in response to increasing length of stimulation. Top: Corresponding
wavelet spectra showing frequency components of field potentials. (C) Colour-coded map
showing gamma band oscillation power (30-60Hz) as a function of both stimulus length
(x-axis) and laser intensity (y-axis). Brighter colours represent higher power. (D) Same
as (C) but leading frequency of evoked oscillation is displayed. Pixels which correspond to
a combination of stimulus length and intensity which evoked frequencies larger than 30Hz
are marked with a diamond. Data in (C) and (D) show averaged maps of recordings in 11
slices from 4 mice.
Therefore, in order to revise these experiments, slices were stimulated with square
pulses ranging from 5ms to 5s in length and of varying intensity. As can be seen
in figure 4.14, local stimulation of CA1 pyramidale led to a negative deflection of
the local field potential. This is due to fact that ChR2 acts as a non-selective
cation channel which leads to a massive influx of cations and therefore to an ex-
tracellular negativity. Interestingly, the negative evoked field potentials appeared
to synchronise into a gamma band rhythm if duration of light exposure exceeded
100ms. This is especially well illustrated in the middle panel of figure 4.14 (B). While
light pulses shorter than 100ms merely led to a short and rapidly decaying negative
field potential, a very prominent frequency component between 30-60Hz emerged
when stimulation is applied for longer periods. This finding is summarised in figure
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4.14 (D) which shows that synchronisation requires between 100ms and 500ms to
develop a clear gamma band activity. This is further supported by data shown in
figure 4.14 (C) showing that gamma band power displayed a step-like increase at
500ms stimulation length. It should also be noted that gamma band power reached
a maximum when stimulated at 5mW/mm2 and decreased when intensity exceeded
this value. Possible reasons for this observation are given in the discussion. Overall













































































































Figure 4.15: Emergence of locally generated gamma oscillations in CA3 in
response to different square pulse lengths. (A) Schematic illustration of the stim-
ulation/recording configuration. AOI was limited to stratum pyramidale in CA3a and a
recording electrode in the same area was picked for analysis. (B) Bottom: Representative
evoked field potentials in response to increasing length of stimulation. Top: Corresponding
wavelet spectra showing frequency components of field potentials. (C) Colour-coded map
showing gamma band oscillation power (30-60Hz) as a function of both stimulus length
(x-axis) and laser intensity (y-axis). Brighter colours represent higher power. (D) Same
as (C) but leading frequency of evoked oscillation is displayed. Pixels which correspond to
a combination of stimulus length and intensity which evoked frequencies larger than 30Hz
or 60Hz are marked with a diamond or a square, respectively. Data in (C) and (D) show
averaged maps of recordings in 22 slices from 5 mice.
In order to extend the scope of these findings, the same stimulation paradigm
was applied to CA3. Similarly to CA1, local stimulation of CA3 led to an negative
field potential deflection which synchronised into a gamma rhythm if stimulation was
applied for a prolonged period. However, unlike CA1 which required a minimum
stimulus length of 500ms to robustly generate a gamma oscillation, CA3 gamma
already emerged at 100ms stimulus length (see figure 4.15 (D)). Moreover, the fre-
quency of evoked oscillation was dominated by a component higher than 60Hz at
periods lasting between 100ms and 500ms. This might indicate that the recur-
rent architecture of CA3 is able to generate higher frequencies compared to other
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subregions of the hippocampus. However, it appears that CA3 was unable to main-
tain these high frequencies exceeding 60Hz for longer extents of time as stimulation
lengths of more than 500ms resulted in leading frequencies below this value. Within
this framework, CA3 behaved similarly to CA1 considering the fact that power of
gamma oscillations was diminished when light intensity exceeded 2-3mW/mm2 or











































































































Figure 4.16: Emergence of gamma oscillations in CA1 in response to dif-
ferent square pulse lengths applied to CA3a. (A) Schematic illustration of the
stimulation/recording configuration. AOI was limited to stratum pyramidale in CA3a and
a recording electrode in CA1 was picked for analysis. (B) Bottom: Representative evoked
field potentials in response to increasing length of stimulation. Top: Corresponding wavelet
spectra showing frequency components of field potentials. (C) Colour-coded map showing
gamma band oscillation power (30-60Hz) as a function of both stimulus length (x-axis)
and laser intensity (y-axis). Brighter colours represent higher power. (D) Same as (C)
but leading frequency of evoked oscillation is displayed. Pixels which correspond to a com-
bination of stimulus length and intensity which evoked frequencies larger than 30Hz are
marked with a diamond. Data in (C) and (D) show averaged maps of recordings in 13
slices from 5 mice.
Lastly, propagation of field potentials from CA3 to CA1 was assessed. As is
evident from figure 4.16 (B), optogenetic excitation of CA3a evoked an SPW-R in
downstream CA1 with square pulse of length up to 20ms which could be expected
considering the previously shown data (e.g. figure 4.1). However, applying a more
prolonged stimulus of more than 100ms caused the network to initially generate an
SPW-R like signature which is followed by gamma band activity (see figure 4.16
(B)). The emergence of gamma oscillations in response to different light intensities
and stimulus lengths is summarised in figure 4.16 (D). Similarly to locally generated
gamma in CA1, the network required at least 500ms to synchronise into a rhythm
of more than 30Hz. Power of evoked gamma oscillation again depended on laser
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power and stimulus length as illustrated in figure 4.16 (C). Interestingly, at lower
light intensities, gamma was hardly present in CA1 indicating a minimum level of
activity required for efficient transfer of information.
In conclusion, it seems that the hippocampus requires a certain minimal activ-
ity level as well as prolonged inputs exceeding 100ms to generate robust gamma
band activity. CA3 was able to produce higher gamma frequencies at lower input
durations compared to CA3 which may be caused by the structural characteristics
or by differences in cellular composition or biophysical properties. Another finding
which confirms the report of Dine et al. (2016) is that oscillation frequency and
power declined rapidly after stimulus onset and stabilised at a lower frequency than
initially. Additionally, it was found that prolonged stimulation of CA3 led to an
SPW-R like event at stimulus onset followed by gamma band activity which pro-
vides further evidence to the notion that onset and time course of inputs determine
hippocampal rhythms. Most strikingly however, it appears that gamma oscillations
appear to emerge in a step-like fashion which could be governed by a sharp increase
in inhibitory and excitatory currents around 200-300ms after stimulus onset.
4.3 Estimating the Number of Optogenetically
Activated Neurons
In order to get an idea of how many cells were typically activated by optogenetic
stimulation in CA3a, hippocampal slices were fixed in 4%PFA after the experi-
ment and stained for NeuN, a marker for neuronal nuclei. Fixed preparations were
subsliced to 25µm which should contain approximately only a single layer of cells
assuming a typical somatic diameter of 20-30µm of a CA3 pyramidal neuron (An-
dersen, 2007). By overlaying the fluorescent image with a polygonal shape that
resembled the AOI used for stimulation during an experiment, the number of cells
within this area could be assessed. An example of such a staining and the approach
for cell counting is illustrated in figure 4.17. As can be seen in figure 4.17 (A), the
prominent EYFP staining wass distributed evenly across the entire hippocampal
formation. Since the expression construct codes for a ChR2-EYFP fusion protein
which is integrated into the cell membrane, EYFP signal in stratum pyramidale in
CA3/CA1 or stratum granulare in DG was weaker compared to stratum radiatum




Figure 4.17: Estimation of Cell Number Activated by Laser Stimulation Dur-
ing a Typical Experiment. (A) Fluorescence microscopic image of a 25µm thick
hippocampal slice used for post-experimental staining. Image taken at 4x magnification.
Framed area is shown at 10x magnification in (B). (C-E) Colour channels of the image
shown in (B) split into NeuN (C), DAPI (D) and EYFP (E). A typical AOI used for
optogenetic stimulation is displayed as a blue frame. Individual neurons within the AOI
(n=115) are marked by red dots and were detected by NeuN/DAPI/EYFP staining. Scale
bar in C is also applicable to (D) and (E).
Individual cells were identified by colocalisation of NeuN and EYFP signal. Since
the NeuN signal appeared relatively ruﬄed so that borders of single cells were dif-
ficult to make out, the DAPI signal served as an additional reference. As shown in
figure 4.17 (C) the AOI in this particular slice contained 115 neurons. On average,
the AOI in CA3a enclosed 118±3 cells (mean±STD, 3 slices, 2 mice). This value
stands in good accordance with cell counts published by Golub et al. (2015) who
found that the CA3 subfield of 30µm thick slices contains between 300 and 400 NeuN
positive cells. Since the AOI in the experiments described here covered around a
third of the total length of CA3, the results affirm these numbers. A 400µm thick
slice contains between 13 and 20 layers of cells in CA3 assuming a somatic diame-
ter of 20-30µm which means that the total volume beneath the AOI encompasses
between 1573 and 2360 neuronal somata. In spite of the fact that the laser is fo-
cussed and should therefore deliver light relatively precisely in z-direction, due to
scattering effects in brain tissue, it is difficult to make a statement about whether
cells throughout the entire depth of the AOI receive sufficient optogenetic drive to
fire action potentials. In addition, variations in ChR2 expression levels among cells
may contribute to differences in activated cells.
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In conclusion, in order to obtain more accurate information about the actual
number of cells which are driven by optogenetic stimulation, single cell recordings
may be needed to determine variations in ChR2 expression and to investigate scat-
tering effects. For the latter, it may be feasible to shift the position of the focal
point in three dimensions around the recorded cell. Nevertheless, based on the data
at hand, it can be said that the number of potentially activated neurons ranges




The data presented here provide first hints towards how hippocampal networks
achieve the rapid state transition between the two most prevalent and behaviourally
relevant oscillatory conditions. While there is a large body of work on the im-
portance of gamma oscillations (Colgin, 2016; Buzsaki and Wang, 2012) and sharp
wave-ripples (SPW-R) (Buzsaki, 2015) for memory formation and consolidation,
knowledge about what happens at the cellular and network level when LFPs switch
from one state to the other is scarce.
The main findings reported here are as follows: 1.) Driving pyramidal cells in a
hippocampal slice preparation with different stimulus time courses evokes distinct
network patterns resembling those in vivo. Short, synchronous excitation leads to
generation of SPW-R and steadily increasing or prolonged inputs cause synchroni-
sation in a gamma rhythm. 2.) The evoked gamma oscillation appears to occur
instantaneously indicating a step-like switch of network states. 3.) Induction of
gamma rhythmic activity is most efficiently achieved at low theta input frequen-
cies both at the local field potential level as well as on the single unit level. This
suggests that hippocampal networks are structurally preset to operate best at the
physiological input frequency.
In this section, the results of this thesis will be discussed in the context of current
working hypotheses about hippocampus dependent memory formation.
5.1 Implications for Hippocampal Gamma Oscil-
lations
First of all, it appears striking that a highly reduced hippocampal slice network
which is deprived of many important external inputs, from e.g. the medial septum
is still capable of generating LFP patterns closely resembling physiological activity
in an intact system. While this finding is not novel and there are many other in
vitro preparations which have been reported to display similar behaviour even ex-
tending to spontaneous theta generation (Goutagny et al., 2009), it suggests that
the spectrum of activity patterns in the hippocampus is predetermined by its archi-
tecture. In this context, the finding that both CA3 and CA1 are able to generate
gamma intrinsically (figure 4.4 and 4.6) provides evidence that they possess similar
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cellular composition necessary for gamma. Although it cannot be ruled out that
optogenetic stimulation in CA1 also recruits Schaffer collateral inputs from CA3
in the experiments described here, CA1 minislice recordings published by Butler
et al. (2016) support the notion of locally produced gamma. Butler et al. (2016)
furthermore provided convincing evidence that optogenetically induced gamma is
brought about by a pyramidal-interneuron gamma (PING) mechanism by showing
that firing of pyramidal cells precedes that of interneurons. It has also been shown
that gamma band activity can also be induced by stimulation of PV+ interneurons,
suggesting an interneuron gamma (ING) process (Cardin et al., 2009). However,
the data presented by Cardin et al. (2009) leave the impression that the observed
peak in the 40Hz band is merely an artefact of the used 40Hz stimulation frequency.
It could be argued that the whole hippocampal network just follows the input fre-
quency because of the large axonal arborisations of PV+ interneurons innervating
the majority of hippocampal cells. In contrast to that, the data presented here and
findings published by Butler et al. (2016) hint towards a self synchronisation mech-
anism which involves feedback inhibition between excitatory and inhibitory cells.
Furthermore, as Moca et al. (2014) have shown, membrane resonance properties ap-
pear to constitute another important factor for gamma oscillations. A remarkable
feature of optogenetically induced gamma oscillations is that they appear to emerge
instantaneously, meaning that the frequency of evoked activity does not ”ramp up”
gradually with increasing input strength but that the network locks into gamma
mode in an almost digital fashion (see fore example figure 4.6 or 4.7). A possible
underlying mechanism for this step-like state transition could be that excitation of
inhibitory interneurons needs to exceed a threshold upon which in turn excitatory
neurons are silenced according to a classical feedback inhibition circuit. This could
mean that the frequency of evoked oscillations depends mostly on synaptic time
constants between principal cells and interneurons. The identity of interneurons
can however be only speculated about although PV+ basket cells are highly likely
to be involved (Buzsaki and Wang, 2012; Pastoll et al., 2013).
It could be demonstrated that the frequency of evoked gamma rhythms depends
on illumination intensity (see figure 4.4 and 4.5). This unexpected finding may be
explained by considering a gamma model proposed by Traub et al. (1996) which pro-
vides evidence that the major contributing factor for gamma frequency is excitatory
input to interneurons. This proposition was confirmed by in vitro recordings of LFPs
under application of increasing amounts of glutamate (Traub et al., 1996). Stronger
light stimulation most likely has a similar effect on the local feedback network.
Additionally, results shown in figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.11 revealed that gamma band
activity is more efficiently elicited at input frequencies in the low theta range around
2-5Hz confirming data published by Butler et al. (2016). In vivo, gamma oscillations
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are typically phase-locked to an underlying theta oscillation (Buzsaki et al., 1983)
suggesting that hippocampal architecture has evolved to perform optimally when
inputs arrive within this frequency range. This notion receives further support
from single unit recordings displayed in figure 4.11 which indicate that although
the overall amount of recorded units during gamma is independent of stimulation
frequency, the temporal precision relative to the input phase is highest at theta
frequencies. This could mean that the pool of available neurons in CA1 is bundled
into gamma cycle-associated groups of neurons most effectively at theta inputs.
Interestingly, long-term potentiation paradigms have also been reported to exert
the strongest effect at theta stimulation frequency (Grover et al., 2009; Larson and
Munkacsy, 2015) thus implying that synaptic plasticity occurs preferentially at this
input rate. Although it has been reported early on by Dunwiddie and Lynch (1978)
that intraburst stimulation frequencies of 33-100Hz appear to elicit stronger long-
term potentiation compared to lower frequency inputs, the data provided by Larson
and Munkacsy (2015) suggest that synaptic plasticity is even more efficiently induced
when these bursts were separated by 200ms time windows. Therefore, it appears
that both burst frequency as well as interburst interval play an important role for
plastic changes. It is known that theta/gamma interaction is crucial for normal
mnemonic performance (Tort et al., 2009) and the findings presented here contribute
to the understanding of this phenomenon. Another unexpected observation was that
gamma frequency increased with higher input frequency up to about 8Hz (shown for
example in figure 4.6 (A)) after which it drops dramatically. The increase in gamma
rhythm means that gamma cycles are either more temporally compressed or that
more gamma cycles are superimposed onto a stimulation period. With regard to the
data shown in 4.6, the number of gamma cycles per stimulation period ranges from
50 (at 1Hz stimulation frequency) to around 7 (at 8Hz stimulation frequency) which
coincides with the proposed maximum number of gamma cycles that can be fit onto a
physiological theta period (Jensen and Lisman, 2005). It appears that at stimulation
frequencies above 8Hz this mechanism fails due to destructive interference which
is why the frequency of evoked gamma decreases drastically. At the highest input
rhythms (30/40Hz) the feedback synchronisation could be overridden so that neurons
passively pursue the imposed frequency.
The fact that stimulation of CA3a apparently evokes higher power gamma rhy-
thms compared to CA3b/c (see figure 4.8) is most likely due its higher relative
recurrent connectivity (Ishizuka et al., 1990; Li et al., 1994) and the fact that CA3a
pyramidal cells have a higher propensity of burst firing (Bilkey and Schwartzkroin,
1990; Jarsky et al., 2008) This causes increased local excitability so that a larger
number of neurons can be recruited to participate in the evoked LFP resulting in
increased gamma power. In this context, it might be insightful to also study each
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subregion’s ability to evoke SPW-R because it has bee shown that CA3c is most
prominently connected to CA1 compared to the other subregions (de Almeida et al.,
2007; Oliva et al., 2016).
Taken together, the data presented here illustrate that gamma oscillations emerge
in response to prolonged stimulation of hippocampal pyramidal cells. The rhythm
appears to be most efficiently generated at theta input frequencies and seems to
emerge instantaneously. Furthermore, evoking gamma oscillations apparently sup-
presses endogenously produced SPW-R suggesting different causal network mecha-
nisms.
5.2 Implications for Hippocampal Sharp Wave-
Ripples
As one of the first findings reported here, it was shown that a short (5ms) square
pulse of light applied to the pyramidal cell layer of CA3a evokes an LFP in CA1
which very closely resembles an SPW-R (see figure 4.1 or 4.3). The synchronous
bout of excitation elicited by this short optogenetic activation probably recruits
a similar mechanism which is responsible for spontaneous SPW-R generation be-
cause there is hardly any difference in the main features of evoked and spontaneous
SPW-R (see figure 4.10). The lower number of units per SPW-R in the evoked case
may be explained by the more synchronous input caused by optogenetic stimulation
which may lead to more enhanced co-activity of single units. Typically, an SPW-R
is brought about by a synchronised population event triggered in CA3 which then
exerts glutamatergic excitation on CA1 apical dendrites that is accompanied by a
ripple oscillation in the pyramidal cell layer (Girardeau and Zugaro, 2011). Recently,
it was demonstrated that ripples are accompanied by inhibitory currents which occur
in phase with ripple frequencies whereas excitatory inputs to not correlate with rip-
ple cycles (Gan et al., 2017). In the experiments shown here, the population event is
induced by light flashes. Interestingly, Keller et al. (2015) have shown that electrical
stimulation of certain areas of the DG also leads to SPW-R generation in CA1 and
that evoked SPW-R appear to be highly similar in terms of morphology. Although
the similarity of optogenetically evoked SPW-R was not systematically examined in
this thesis, it appears that using CA3a optogenetic stimulation elicits SPW-R with a
higher degree of variation. This is most likely caused by the fact that a rather large
area of CA3 containing potentially thousands of neurons is activated so that at each
light pulse a different subgroup of cells is activated. Another intriguing property of
optogenetically evoked SPW-R is that they are more readily elicited at low stimulus
intensities (see figure 4.9). At higher laser power, the LFP seems to reflect more
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a hypersynchronised field excitatory postsynatptic potential following a population
spike. The implication of this finding may be that feed forward inhibitory poten-
tials which are crucial for ripple generation are suppressed in presence of excessive
excitation and that recruited feedback inhibition prevents formation of oscillations
for a certain time frame.
It should furthermore be addressed how the potential number of optogenetically
activated cells approximated in figure 4.17 could affect the generation of SPW-
R. The results reported here indicate that roughly 2000 neurons could potentially
be recruited by optogenetic stimulation in CA3a. However, due to variations in
expression strength among cells and relatively precise z-directional beam focussing
(Favre-Bulle et al., 2015) by holographic illumination, the actual number of neurons
driven above threshold is likely to be much lower. According to Csicsvari et al.
(2000), about 10% of all hippocampal neurons are active during any given SPW-R
but the number of active neurons needed to evoke an SPW-R is probably much
lower. Bazelot et al. (2016) have even shown that driving a single pyramidal cell
in CA3 can evoke SPW-R and that variability of evoked events was much lower
compared to spontaneous ones. Together with the findings of Keller et al. (2015),
it appears that SPW-R variability is governed by the amount of cells which initiate
the event. Using the data at hand, it seems clear that irregularity is higher when
stimulating a large number of cell optogenetically. Nevertheless, applying a very low
stimulation intensity as shown in figure 4.9 could cause only a handful of cells to be
activated which are most sensitive to light.
In conclusion, it could be shown that SPW-R can be induced in CA1 by weak,
synchronous optogenetic stimulation of CA3a pyramidal cells. Features of sponta-
neous and evoked SPW-R did not differ significantly implying that similar mech-
anisms are triggered. The exact number of cells required for successful SPW-R
generation could not be resolved but it is likely to be in the range of a 10s of cells.
5.3 Switch Mechanisms
The work presented here is aimed at elucidating the mechanisms responsible for
the transition of the different oscillatory states in the hippocampus. As previously
mentioned, the two most prominent patterns of activity in the hippocampus are
SPW-R and theta/gamma complexes (Colgin, 2016).
A highly interesting study published by Schlingloff et al. (2014) proposes that
ripple and gamma oscillations are mediated by two different local network mecha-
nisms. As presented in figure 5.1 (left), ripples may be generated by a local network
of inhibitory PV+ interneurons which receive bouts of excitation from recurrently
connected pyramidal cells. This causes a synchronisation of interneurons to a ripple
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frequency due to very short synaptic time constants between these cells (Hu et al.,
2014) which is then projected back onto pyramidal cells causing ripple phase-locked
firing. Schlingloff et al. (2014) suggest that a refractory component caused by this
strong inhibitory input is responsible for the intermittent occurrence of SPW-R. On
the other hand, gamma oscillations may be generated by the aforementioned PING
mechanism (see figure 5.1, right) which requires constant drive for maintaining the
back and forth interaction between pyramidal cells and interneurons.
Figure 5.1: Putative local network mechanisms responsible for generation of
ripple and gamma oscillations. (Left) Fast interneuron oscillation (FINO) mecha-
nism possibly responsible for ripple generation. Excitatory activity is reinforced in the
recurrent network of CA3 for example (1) which is projected onto networks of PV+ basket
cells (BCs) (2). They in turn synchronise to a ripple rhythm due to short time constants
of reciprocal inhibition among each other (3) and release this phase-locked inhibition pat-
tern onto pyramidal cells (3’). (Right) Pyramidal-interneuron gamma (PING) mechanism
possibly underlying gamma rhythms. A local feedback inhibition network consisting of ex-
citatory projections from pyramidal cells onto interneurons and inhibitory synapses from
interneurons on pyramidal cells generates gamma cycles depending on the synaptic time
constants. Note that in the FINO mechanism, individual cycles of the oscillation are
maintained within groups of the same cell type whereas in the PING mechanism one cycle
represents one round of interaction of interneurons and pyramidal cells. Reprinted with
permission of the Society for Neurosciences from Schlingloff et al. (2014).
The data presented here confirm the findings of Schlingloff et al. (2014) and
could be used as an extension of their proposed local network mechanisms. For
example, it could be argued that a short square-pulse activation of pyramidal cells
triggers the fast interneuron oscillation (FINO) mechanism which then outputs an
SPW-R in CA1. Mechanistically, this could be mediated by non-linear dendritic
integration which causes a very brief overshoot of feed forward excitation that re-
cruits CA1 pyramidal cells at a very high frequency and is quickly captured by
built-up inhibition. In support of this notion, Jahnke et al. (2015) proposed compu-
tational frameworks for the generation of SPW-R for which dendritic spikes which
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are known to occur in pyramidal cells (Nevian et al., 2007), are a central component.
In contrast to that, driving pyramidal cells persistently with a sinusoidal, ramp or
prolonged square pulse activates the PING generator leading to persistent gamma
oscillations. This may be caused by pronounced inhibition allowing merely short
windows of opportunity resulting in a slower oscillation. The proposed refractory
period in the FINO model could serve as an explanation for the observation that
applying a prolonged square pulse stimulation evokes an SPW-R at stimulus onset
which is followed by a gamma rhythm (see figure 4.16). The lack of input syn-
chronicity may thus be causal for not activating dendritic spiking. Therefore, this
might explain why ripple oscillations can only be maintained for a short period of
time while gamma oscillations can occur continually.
The results obtained from whole-cell recordings showed that induction of gamma
rhythms seemingly occurs in a step-like fashion (see figure 4.13 (D) and (E)) around
200ms after onset of a ramp stimulation. This near instantaneous switch of the
network state is accompanied by a sharp increase in both inhibitory and excita-
tory postsynaptic currents. In the context of information processing within the
network, this mechanism could mediate a clear-cut separation of information acqui-
sition (theta/gamma) and consolidation modes (SPW-R). It may be beneficial for
local networks to operate in such an either-or-manner as this may increase flexibil-
ity of cognitive states. Furthermore, one could speculate that the different gamma
bands behave differently in this framework as they possibly convey different sensory
or intrinsic information. However, in order to disentangle these relationships further
experiments would have to carried out.
The persistent or prolonged excitatory drive that may be required for driving the
PING mechanism may originate in vivo from septal cholinergic inputs. It has been
shown in vivo that theta oscillations are generated in the presence of high cholinergic
tone mediated by afferents originating in the medial septum (Buzsaki, 1989). On
the other hand, SPW-R are expressed in behavioural states associated with low
acetylcholine levels (Gais and Born, 2004) suggesting the presence of an intrinsic
generator network for SPW-R. However, the importance of external cholinergic drive
for the network state transition has been questioned by Goutagny et al. (2009) who
demonstrated spontaneous, atropine resistant theta oscillations in an in vitro whole
hippocampal preparation. Interestingly, their preparation exhibited a ”pure” theta
rhythm without any superimposed gamma activity. The results reported here show
that driving excitatory cells in the hippocampus persistently or in a slow phasic
manner causes the network to synchronise to a gamma band rhythm. It may be
possible that in order to generate gamma band activity, the network simply requires
persistent input of any sort which incidentally in vivo is carried by cholinergic fibers
from the septum. The fact that cholinergic cells predominantly form diffuse, i.e.
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not cell type specific terminals in the hippocampus (Aznavour et al., 2002) and that
acetylcholine receptors, both muscarinic and nicotinic are widely expressed across a
variety of inhibitory and excitatory cell types (Teles-Grilo Ruivo and Mellor, 2013)
supports this hypothesis. Thus, it could be argued that the persistent optogenetic
activation of pyramidal cells described here imitates this ”background” persistent
excitatory drive which causes the local feedback network to synchronise. In the
absence of this tonic input, the hippocampus returns to its default state in which it
is thought that population spikes are generated intermittently within the recurrent
CA3 or CA2 network (Oliva et al., 2016) that are transmitted towards CA1 as
SPW-R. This notion is supported by observations that recurrent synapses in CA3
are suppressed by increased cholinergic tone (Hasselmo, 2006). Applying a short
light flash to CA3 as shown in figure 4.1 might imitate the highly synchronised input
brought by CA3 population spikes. The work of Stark et al. (2014) has also provided
evidence that optogenetic stimulation of pyramidal cells in vivo can evoke high
frequency oscillations in the ripple band even if the stimulus was applied as a short
arched time course and not as a square pulse. However, they still applied relatively
short pulses of <100ms length and the results shown in figure 4.16 suggest that the
wave form and duration of the stimulus input is critical for the generation of either
gamma or SPW-R. Apart from cholinergic fibers, the medial septum also sends both
glutamatergic and GABAergic axons towards the hippocampal-entorhinal formation
(Justus et al., 2017; Fuchs et al., 2016; Fuhrmann et al., 2015) which have been
associated with generating theta rhythms in the hippocampus or controlling grid
cell activity in the medial entorhinal cortex. However, it is unclear whether these
projections play a role for the emergence of gamma rhythms or SPW-R.
The importance of GABAergic inhibition for the two network states could not
be addressed in a cell-specific manner within this thesis. However, it was shown that
inhibitory postsynaptic currents may contribute to a larger extent to the mainte-
nance of gamma oscillations as they occur with a much higher frequency compared
to excitatory currents (see figure 4.13 (E)). Previous work by Gan et al. (2017)
suggests that inhibitory inputs are also more pronounced than excitatory ones dur-
ing SPW-R. In this study, the authors could show in awake mice that cells receive
around 4-fold larger inhibitory conductances and that IPSCs are phase-locked to
ripples whereas EPSCs are not. The data presented here suggest that while the
excitation/inhibition balance is also shifted to the inhibitory side during gamma,
both IPSCs and EPSCs are phase-locked to the local field potential gamma oscil-
lation. However, a more detailed analysis of the temporal relationship of cellular
and network contributions is necessary to make a more precise statement on that
matter. Moreover, synaptic currents during evoked and spontaneous SPW-R and




Another observation presented here is that SPW-R and gamma oscillations ap-
pear to be mutually exclusive. This is most prominently displayed in figure 4.12
which shows that ripple power decreases while gamma power rises in response to
less synchronised but more persistent excitatory drive. Interestingly, other studies
have indicated that both types of network patterns appear to influence each other.
Reports of Bieri et al. (2014) and Carr et al. (2012) have provided evidence of a tran-
sient increase in slow gamma power (∼30Hz) as well as CA3-CA1 gamma synchrony
around the peak of SPW-R and have highlighted the importance of this phenomenon
for replay of place cell sequences. This could mean that ripple and gamma rhythms
are governed by different mechanisms which do not interfere with each other. How-
ever, the results shown in figure 4.13 (B) and (C) show that in some cases, although
the network has already shifted to generating a gamma pattern, it is occasionally
interspersed by SPW-R and the associated postsynaptic currents. These sporadic
observations need to be addressed in a more detailed manner as they may provide
hints for extending the findings of Bieri et al. (2014) and Carr et al. (2012).
5.4 Methodological Aspects
5.4.1 Transgene Expression with Serotype 5 AAVs
AAV5 was chosen because it is known to preferentially infect neuronal cells (Burger
et al., 2004) and it spreads fairly wide throughout neural tissue when applied in-
tracranially (Burger et al., 2004; Aschauer et al., 2013) whilst yielding high expres-
sion levels (Burger et al., 2004). A widespread and strong expression of ChR2 was
desirable for the experiments described here because the induction and maintenance
of optogenetically elicited network patterns should be assessed in a region specific
manner. Since the holographic illumination system allows highly precise delivery
of light, it was possible to determine the contributions of each region to the net-
work oscillation within a single ongoing experiment. This eliminated the need for
highly localised injection of the viral vector to the region of interest for subregional
characterisation thereby reducing the number of experimental animals used.
Nevertheless, some details about AAV mediated gene transfer remain open. For
example, until today it is poorly understood how AAVs gain access to the cytosol.
While there is correlative evidence linking the presence of surface proteins such as the
platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGF-R) or 2,3-linked sialic acid to success-
ful virus entry (Di Pasquale et al., 2003; Walters et al., 2001), it is unclear how their
cell-type specific expression pattern influences virus mediated transduction. For ex-
ample, it has been shown that PDGF-R is expressed in both neuronal and glial cells
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(Nait Oumesmar et al., 1997), so it is feasible that the glial population is also affected
by viral infection, albeit the use of the neuron-specific CamKIIα promoter probably
prevents functional expression of ChR2. Furthermore, since PDGF-R is expressed
in somatic as well as dendritic and even axonal neuronal domains (Nait Oumesmar
et al., 1997), it is possible that viruses enter a cell at distal parts and deliver their
genome through retrograde transport. This circumstance complicates any statement
about whether the observed expression patterns are due to transgene production by
local cells or by cells which project to the targeted region. It could be conceivable
that evoked LFPs do not spread along the canonical trisynaptic pathway but that
other pathways invading the hippocampus may be unspecifically activated. The pos-
sibility that axons originating from cells located in the medial septum for example
take up the virus and express ChR2 which are then sensitive to optogenetic stimula-
tion cannot be entirely ruled out. However, as axons from extrahippocampal regions
are severed during the slicing procedure, this scenario may be unlikely but it cannot
be ruled out with certainty that these sectioned axons retain the ability to release
transmitters. A possible solution for this problem could be to use a soma targeted
ChR2 variant that was reported by Baker et al. (2016) which restricts expression
of the optogenetic construct to (peri)somatic domains this facilitating targeting of
cells and distinction of ChR2 positive and negative cells.
5.4.2 Properties of the Expression Construct
The use of CaMKIIα-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP may also pose a confounding factor.
The CaMKIIα promoter was chosen because optogenetically evoked gamma oscil-
lations are most likely generated by a PING mechanism according to Butler et al.
(2016). Therefore, since CaMKIIα appears specific for excitatory projection neu-
rons, i.e. pyramidal cells in the hippocampus (Wang et al., 2013), it allowed for
exclusive stimulation of this cell type. However, CaMKIIα has been shown to leak
to other cell types. For example, immunofluorescence studies in mice (Nathanson
et al., 2009) and marmosets (Watakabe et al., 2015) have provided evidence that
about 20% of transgene expressing cells were inhibitory when using the CaMKIIα
promoter. This observation received further support by Butler et al. (2016) who re-
ported functional expression of ChR2 in GABAergic neurons as a secondary finding.
The significance of this for the data presented here is difficult to evaluate as there is
currently no experimental paradigm to restrict expression exclusively to excitatory
neurons. One could however opt to use an interneuron specific promoter such as PV
and apply a sinusoidal or ramp-like stimulation pattern as described here. Since the
PV promoter is much more specific (Klausberger et al., 2005), this may answer the
question whether excitatory neurons are necessary for gamma induction. After all, it
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is difficult to rule out that low level interneuronal ChR2 expression is indispensable
for the evoked network phenomena.
The H134R mutant of ChR2 was used because it was readily available from the
vector core of UNC and its properties very well described in the literature (Berndt
et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2009). It is used as a ”general purpose” variant of ChR2 as it
combines large enough stationary photocurrents with fairly fast kinetics (∼4ms on,
∼15ms off (Berndt et al., 2011)). ChR2 variants with faster kinetics usually suffer
from smaller photocurrents which requires higher stimulation intensities that may
cause phototoxicity (Mattis et al., 2012; Yizhar et al., 2011). Therefore, the H134R
mutant with its theoretical frequency limit of 50-70Hz was deemed appropriate for
eliciting oscillations in the gamma band. This also provides strong evidence against
the notion that the observed resonance properties shown in figure 4.6 or 4.7 may be
caused by the biophysical limitations of the used ChR2 mutant. Additionally, since
the prolonged stimulation paradigms described here cause a steady photocurrent,
the frequency of evoked oscillations most likely depends on intrinsic firing properties
of neurons in the local network. It furthermore supports the feasibility that the local
field potential follows input frequency at 30Hz or 40Hz as displayed for example in
figure 4.6.
It should be noted here that the 515nm line of the imaging laser overlaps with
the excitation spectrum of ChR2 (Mattis et al., 2012) which did cause unwanted
activation of ChR2 when expression of EYFP was assessed. However, imaging peri-
ods were kept very short so that no noticeable excitotoxic effects could be seen. To
mitigate this problem, one could use a ChR2-mCherry construct in future experi-
ments. Lastly, it has to be stated that expression levels varied from mouse to mouse
which may serve as an explanation for insufficient transfer of activity between hip-
pocampal subregions in some slices. Expression levels had to be set sufficiently high
to elicit the observed effects but low enough to avoid overexpression and associated
neurotoxic damage (Miyashita et al., 2013).
5.4.3 MEA Recordings and Holographic Illumination
Since the methods for recording and stimulation described in this thesis are fairly
complex and novel, possible issues and their significance should be discussed. First
of all, using a MEA for LFP recordings on the one hand is advantageous because
it allows thorough analysis of activity in many regions of the hippocampus simul-
taneously. For example, Kim et al. (2016) have shown that these complex datasets
can be used to obtain planar current-source densities which in turn reveals real-time
functional connectivity in the hippocampal formation during physiological activity.
On the other hand, the necessity of using submerged conditions for MEA record-
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ings did have a noticeable impact on the recording environment. Most notably,
there was a relatively drastic reduction in SPW-R occurrence (0.6±0.3Hz in MEA
vs. 3±1Hz in interface (value obtained from Maier et al. (2003))) and amplitude
(28±11µV in MEA vs. 0.27±0.03mV in interface (value obtained from Maier et al.
(2016))) compared to interface conditions. These differences can be explained by
the improved oxygen supply of interface chambers allowing more efficient metabolic
conversion of nutrients. Additionally, as depicted in figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16,
gamma power markedly decreases towards the end of a 5s stimulation period. This
effect is amplified when using high laser powers of more than 3mW/mm2. This ob-
servation is much less pronounced in interface conditions where stimulation periods
of even 30s do not appear to have any detrimental effects on slice physiology (as
reported by Martin Kaiser and Justus Schneider). Nevertheless, because of the high
signal-to-noise ratios and the fact that ripple frequency did not suffer dramatically
in submerged conditions (196±28Hz in MEA vs. 210±16Hz in interface (value ob-
tained from Maier et al. (2003))), the use of MEA systems for multiplexed recordings
especially using double perfusion (Hajos et al., 2009; Maier et al., 2009) remains a
viable option.
The usage of spatial light modulators for laser beam shaping in optogenetic
experimental settings has gained a lot of attention in recent times. In compari-
son to digital micromirror device based approaches, SLMs offer greatly improved
axial focussing and thereby make more efficient use of incident light (Favre-Bulle
et al., 2015). Several studies published by Emiliani and colleagues have evaluated
the possibilities of using SLMs for precisely delivering light in three dimensions for
optogenetic stimulation or for improved fluorescence imaging (Szabo et al., 2014;
Papagiakoumou et al., 2010). According to the study of Szabo et al. (2014), it is
possible to limit illumination to a single cell which is confirmed by simulations of
Favre-Bulle et al. (2015) who propose that volumes of even submicrometer size can
theoretically be achieved. Nevertheless, the critical limiting factor of light scatter-
ing in brain tissue needs to be addressed. Al-Juboori et al. (2013) and Yona et al.
(2016) have provided theoretical and experimental frameworks showing that light
intensity drops according to an exponential function in z-direction which means that
already at 100µm depth only about 30% of the initial power is retained. In regard to
the experiments described here, this implies that although the illumination system
appears very accurate in the horizontal plane, scattered laser light may reach cells
which are not part of the AOI. This could in turn mean that using a higher laser
power may not only drive stronger firing of cells within the AOI but that also more
neurons are recruited because of scattered light. A surprising finding in connection
with this is that the frequency of evoked gamma oscillations is positively correlated
(albeit weakly) with laser power as shown in figure 4.4 and 4.5. One would expect
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that recruiting a greater number of cells and therefore a larger network causes a
slowing of oscillation as there is an inverse relationship between network size and
locally recordable LFP frequencies (Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004). Another possible
source of variation is that AOIs were generated from freehandedly drawn polygonal
areas which could result in different AOI sizes from slice to slice. As displayed in
figure 3.4, the size of the AOI directly affects the local laser intensity although the
effects are probably negligible. After all, the problem of light scattering could be
solved by using two-photon optics or a second SLM as reported by Hernandez et al.
(2016). The variable laser output power could be easily corrected by implement-
ing a calibration factor which adjusts input voltage to the calculated area of the
AOI. Another factor that has to be taken into account in optogenetic experiments is
phototoxicity caused by prolonged laser exposure. This circumstance was especially
important since the experiments were carried out in submerged conditions in which
metabolites may accumulate more easily. However, since stimulation and imaging
periods were kept fairly short (typically less than 15s), phototoxic effects are very
likely to be minimal.
Lastly, the strengths and weaknesses of the present in vitro preparation should
be discussed. The main advantage of using a reduced system of a hippocampal
slice preparation over in vivo approaches is the ability to precisely control the ex-
perimental environment. It is furthermore much easier to obtain robust single cell
recordings. Although interhemispheric and interregional connections are severed
during slicing, it appears that the circuitry necessary for generating SPW-R and
gamma oscillations remains intact to a reasonable extent. Nonetheless, there are
apparent differences in network signatures. For one, SPW-R in slices are accompa-
nied by a large positive LFP deflection in CA1 stratum pyramidale which is more
variable in in vivo recordings. Furthermore, it is known that ripple oscillations in
vivo in general have a lower frequency (Buzsaki, 2015). These differences may be
caused by an altered cellular composition or a restructuring process following slice
preparation. With regards to gamma oscillations, it is thought that different gamma
bands originate from different sources (Scheffer-Teixeira et al., 2012; Belluscio et al.,
2012). For example, medium and high frequency gamma oscillations (>60Hz) may
originate from the EC (Scheffer-Teixeira et al., 2012). Since the connections between
the EC and the CA1 area are usually not preserved in the slicing procedure reported
here, it may not be possible to optogenetically recreate entorhinal inputs to CA1.
However, this notion was not thoroughly investigated, so an adapted slicing protocol
might provide insights into that issue. To sum up, although acute slices represent a
reduced system compared to the intact brain, an in vitro approach offers remarkably




Although the work presented here provides basic clues about how neuronal networks
achieve the transition between different states, some questions remain unsolved and
require further investigation. Therefore, this section will provide ideas for future
experiments and analyses which could contribute to a more detailed understanding
of the state switch.
While the dynamics of postsynaptic currents during evoked gamma oscillations
could be described here in rudimentary fashion, a more accurate analysis of the time
course of the synchronisation will be necessary to make a more conclusive statement
about the involvement of synaptic activity in gamma. It could be shown that the
frequency of PSCs increases sharply after stimulus onset but we hypothesise that
these currents initially occur in an unordered manner which becomes more and more
rhythmic with increasing time stimulation intensity. This notion could for example
be assessed by calculating the cross correlations or the entropy of the PSCs which
we expect to decrease once the network has generated a gamma rhythm. In addition
the data of the patch-clamp experiments described here did not include an analysis
of PSCs during SPW-R which are essential for making a comment on the differences
in synaptic activity during the network states.
As mentioned before, the exact sources of GABAergic inhibition and its impor-
tance for the emergence of gamma and SPW-R could unfortunately not be deter-
mined here. In order to achieve a more comprehensive picture on his issue, it could
be insightful to modulate GABAergic inhibition pharmacologically by for example
gabazine or diazepam. This intervention might influence the frequency of gamma
oscillations or the time until gamma entrainment has developed. Furthermore, un-
covering the type(s) of interneurons and their involvement in the observed network
oscillations is necessary. The use of cell-type specific Cre-mouse lines may prove
highly useful in this undertaking. A possible experiment could include driving or
inhibiting interneurons optogenetically with simultaneous single-cell recordings to
disambiguate the contributions of each cell-type to the field potential and to local
synaptic activity.
We hypothesise that an important cellular mechanism responsible for recruitment
of the FINO generator which triggers ripple band activity is supralinear dendritic
integration. This mechanism could explain why SPW-R are only evoked when stim-
ulation is delivered with a sharp rising edge. Finding direct evidence for that could
be achieved by for example observing dendritic activity with localised patch-clamp
recordings or calcium imaging methods which could reveal differences in activity
during network states.
There are also some possibilities for exploiting the patterned illumination system
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for more thorough investigations. For example, in order to gain a more precise idea
of the number of cells which are active during each state it would be feasible to ”ramp
up” the stimulation intensity by detecting somata of single cells on-line and directing
illumination to an increasing number of single cells in a stochastic fashion. With
a few changes to the experimental paradigm (soma restricted expression of ChR2
(Baker et al., 2016), implementation of automated detection algorithms, delivery of
light in three dimensions), this could prove a very useful tool for the interrogation
of networks mechanisms. Along those lines, the SLM system could also be used for
structured illumination microscopy since it can easily be used to generate grid-like
illumination patterns which grant increased spatial resolution (Chang et al., 2009).
Lastly, since all electrophysiological data presented here were recorded with a
MEA system, it may be possible to apply the algorithims published by Kim et al.
(2016) which allow mapping the functional connectivity within the slice network
based on current-source-density analyses. These data could reveal differences in local
connectivity depending on the network state and might even expose a clear shift of
co-active regions upon triggering the switch. However, it first has to be validated
that the density of MEA electrodes is sufficiently high to distinguish individual
subregions of the hippocampus. If this is not the case, using a higher density MEA
would solve this problem. Connectivity or co-activity patterns could also be assessed
by calcium imaging methods. Assuming that SPW-R are accompanied by activity
of neuronal ensembles which are imprinted during previous theta/gamma periods,
it would be intriguing to see whether the activity pattern changes from gamma
to SPW-R and whether the composition of co-active neurons changes sustainably
after prolonged induction of a gamma rhythm. Such experiments may generate
highly relevant insights about the role of long-term plastic changes for information
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